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Abstract 

 

Single CEO and Co-CEO Structures 

in Family Business Groups  

 

SEOK JIN KO 

College of Business Administration 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

In this dissertation, I explore the phenomenon of co-CEOs, defined as when 

two or more CEOs are jointly allocated to a firm. First, I examine the 

conditions which lead firms to use co-CEO structures in order to capitalize 

on the certain advantages this structure can bring (Chapter 2). Second, I 

examine how these different structures lead to the behavioral differences of 

firms (Chapter 3). Overall, this work represents a systematic exploration of 

co-CEO structures in Korean business groups whereby my findings suggest 

that family CEOs in comparison to professional CEOs are more likely to be 

appointed to co-CEO structures rather than single CEO structures. 

Furthermore, my research indicates that as a firm evolves, they tend to 
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employ co-CEO structures. However, these effects are found to be 

contingent on family ownership levels. I further find behavioral differences 

between firms with single CEOs and co-CEOs, whereby the firms with co-

CEO structures are found to internationalize less due to the coordination 

problems and conflict that can arise within the group dynamics. In addition 

to this, different compositions and characteristics of the co-CEO structures 

are seen to impact internationalization strategies in varying ways. By 

investigating this plural form of leadership, this dissertation aims to uncover 

how these different leadership structures can be caused by certain conditions 

and lead to contrasting organizational outcomes. In addition to this, it takes 

a more detailed exploration into how business group affiliates are structured 

in terms of their leadership positions and the types of leaders that are placed 

into certain roles. Lastly, it contributes to the international business stream 

of literature by examining a form of heterogeneity within family firms. 

Beyond these broad contributions, a wide range of important and interesting 

directions exist for future research on co-CEOs. 

Keywords: Co-CEOs, family CEOs, strategic leadership, corporate 

governance, family business groups, internationalization  
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CHAPTER 1:  

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

The stream of CEO research has been a popular area of study, and it 

covers a wide array of topics and phenomena which can be categorized into 

three broad domains (Busenbark, Krause, Boivie, & Graffin, 2016). The 

first domain includes the position of the CEO. This pertains to the roles & 

structure of the CEO‘s job, and whether the CEO holds influence over firm 

behavior and outcomes (Hambrick & Quigley, 2014; Quigley & Hambrick, 

2015). The second domain looks at the CEO as a person. This includes how 

the different characteristics of the CEO, such as the personalities and 

experiences of the CEO can impact the behaviors and outcomes of 

organizations (Hambrick & Mason, 1984). The varying personal 

characteristics of CEOs have been seen to contribute towards how they 

create and attend to the various stages of actions enacted. The personal 

characteristics which are associated with building an executive‘s orientation 

can be classified into two major categories, which include the psychological 

properties of an executive as well as their experiences. The last domain 

looks at the environment in which the CEO operates. This can consist of 

how other people perceive of the CEO, such as the media, in addition to 

other factors such as how the industry or country in which the CEO operates 

affects the CEO (Crossland & Hambrick, 2007). Within these three 

domains, this dissertation aims to take a closer look at the first domain, 

which is the position of the CEO.  
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In regards to the first domain, numerous studies on the position of 

the CEO have been conducted on how the CEO is the primary decision-

maker of a firm (Arendt, Priem, & Ndofor, 2005; Busenbark et al., 2016). 

These studies have further investigated how the CEO holds considerable 

influence over the firm. However, the majority of this research has been 

conducted under the strong assumption that organizations should be 

managed and led by one person, meaning single CEO structures (Fayol, 

1949; Finkelstein, Hambrick, & Cannella, 2009). In 1949, famed scholar 

Fayol wrote that ―A body with two heads is in the social as in the animal 

sphere a monster and has difficulty in surviving‖ (Fayol, 1949). Most 

organizations adhered to the concept of having one leader, whereby the 

identities of many corporations were sometimes viewed as the personalities 

of their leader (O'Toole, Galbraith, & Lawler III, 2002). However, it is 

unclear as to whether the concept of having single CEOs, and whether a 

single CEO who has more power or influence over a firm translates into 

superior performance (Daily & Johnson, 1997).  

Recent changes in the competitive environment have also led to 

further changes to this basic single leader form of corporate governance. For 

instance, several firms have begun to use the co-leadership structure as 

organizations are forced to operate in more complex environments. These 

partnerships include a variety of structures such as CEO-COO, CEO-CFO, 

Chairman-CEO, and CEO-heir apparent leaderships (Alvarez & Svejenova, 
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2005). For instance, research has shown that diffusing a CEO‘s power by 

having a separate COO could result in higher performance (Marcel, 2009). 

In addition to this, research has also found firms have started to create COO 

positions to assist the CEO as a partner by separating the tasks of individual 

CEOs (Bass & Stogdill, 1990; Hambrick & Cannella, 2004). Furthermore, 

in recent years, the concept of CEOs as a ―visionary leader‖ has slightly 

diminished, and more power and responsibilities have also been allocated to 

CFOs (Tulimieri & Banai, 2010; Zoni & Merchant, 2007; Zorn, 2004). 

Firms have additionally been found to employ the co-CEO form of 

leadership (Arnone & Stumpf, 2010), whereby more than one individual 

shares the chief executive position in the same firm (Krause, Priem, & Love, 

2015; Miller, Le Breton‐Miller, Minichilli, Corbetta, & Pittino, 2014). Co-

CEO leadership structures can be seen to differ from the previous forms of 

co-leadership partnerships that have been investigated. This is because they 

are formed when more than one executive is collectively appointed as the 

top leaders in an organization (Krause et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2014). 

Furthermore, the other forms of partnerships regarding co-leadership are 

seen to have a clearer distinction between the positions through a difference 

in hierarchies and power assumed by the distinct roles (Alvarez & 

Svejenova, 2005; Gibeau, Reid, & Langley, 2017). Therefore, scholars 

investigating co-leadership partnerships have addressed a greater need to 

examine the co-CEO structure (Hambrick & Cannella, 2004), due to the 
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more even distribution of power between the co-CEOs (Krause et al., 2015). 

Although the co-CEO form of leadership can be viewed to be less common 

than the single CEO structure, it is currently spreading. For instance, large 

fortune 500 companies such as Oracle, Twitter, and Carlyle have 

implemented the co-CEO form of governance. In addition to this, the 

explosion in the birth of start-ups has led to key forms of leadership being 

assumed through co-CEO leadership structures. These positions are usually 

taken by the co-founders of the startup firms (Alvarez & Svejenova, 2005; 

Vieito, 2015). For instance, it was found that two or three were the most 

frequent number of co-founders based on an exploration of 195 startups 

founded in the U.S. between the years 2005-2018 and valued over 1 billion 

dollars (Tamaseb, 2018) 

The phenomenon of the co-CEO governance structure has also been 

growing in academic research as well. Some of this research includes the 

antecedents of the co-CEO form of governance. For example, it has been 

found that the co-CEO leadership structure is prevalent in family firms 

(Astrachan, Allen, Spinelli Jr, & Wittmeyer, 2002a). These leadership 

structures have been undertaken and investigated in the form of sibling 

partnerships, marriages, and a combination of professional and family 

managers (Amore, Miller, Le Breton-Miller, & Corbetta, 2017; Arena, 

Ferris, & Unlu, 2011; Miller et al., 2014). A survey conducted by Arthur 

Anderson Mass Mutual found that 42% of family businesses were 
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contemplating co-presidents for next-generation succession. Other research 

on co-CEOs included the consequences of the co-CEO form of leadership 

whereby some were positive (Arena et al., 2011; Arnone & Stumpf, 2009; 

Hunter, Cushenbery, & Jayne, 2017) and others were negative (Krause et al., 

2015).   

This dissertation aims to contribute to this growing phenomenon 

and stream of research by conducting a more detailed examination in 

regards to the concept of co-CEO leadership structures. To be more specific, 

I plan to investigate the phenomenon of co-CEOs in family business groups. 

In particular, I investigate certain characteristics which are inherent in the 

affiliates of business groups and lead to the difference between single CEO 

and co-CEO structures. I further examine how these different structures lead 

to the behavioral differences of these firms, whereby they enact different 

levels of internationalization. I believe Korean family business groups are a 

good context to investigate this phenomenon, as the co-CEO structure is a 

common form of governance within the associated affiliates. For instance, 

co-CEO partnerships in the form of father-son relationships and owner-

professional structures have been found to exist.   

To investigate my theoretical perspectives on the likelihood of firms 

using co-CEO leadership structures in comparison to single CEOs within 

family business groups, I utilized the publicly listed family-controlled firms 

affiliated with Korean business groups. Business groups in Korea followed a 
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similar pattern of growth to other emerging markets since their affiliates 

displayed the common characteristic of encompassing both family 

ownership and family management (Leff, 1976). This structure has led to 

much of the strategic planning and decision making to be carried out by the 

founder/owner-CEO, who is assisted by numerous members of the family 

which ranges from close to distant relatives as well (Kim, 1997; Kim, 2010). 

However, despite their strong efforts of confining the business within the 

family, the rapid development and growth of Korean business groups has 

made it necessary for affiliates to evolve and employ a large proportion of 

professional managers to assist family members (Kang, 1996; Shin & Chin, 

1989; Yoo & Lee, 1987).  

EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION 

This dissertation aims to make three broad contributions. First, it 

contributes to the stream of literature on strategic leadership. A closer 

investigation at the positions and roles of the CEO‘s job is investigated by 

examining the differences between single CEO and co-CEO structures. 

Although a plethora of studies investigating the dominant coalition has been 

pursued (Carpenter, Geletkanycz, & Sanders, 2004; Hambrick & Mason, 

1984), they have been concentrated on examining the characteristics or 

dynamics of individual CEOs or the top management team. Therefore, the 

majority of research within this field has investigated organizations based 
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under the strong assumption that they were and should be managed by one 

individual at a time (Fayol, 1949; Finkelstein et al., 2009). However, 

development in the competitive environment has led to changes to this 

single leader form of corporate governance whereby plural forms of 

leadership have begun to increase (Hambrick & Cannella, 2004; Zorn, 

2004). While these forms of leadership are not novel, investigation on these 

structures has been limited in the academic field (Denis, Langley, & Sergi, 

2012). This dissertation aims to examine and uncover how these different 

leadership structures in the form of single CEO and co-CEO structures, can 

be caused by certain conditions and lead to contrasting outcomes. 

Furthermore, by investigating the dynamics of multiple CEOs and the 

decisions they carry out can help shed new light on the behavior of 

organizations, and uncover new findings since it has been argued that 

research on top executives should be carried out on teams rather than on 

individuals (Hambrick, 2007).   

Second, this dissertation aims to contribute to the broad stream of 

literature on corporate governance in family business groups by taking a 

closer look at the types of leaders and leadership structures present. While 

research on the topic of business groups within the field of strategic 

management has been carried out extensively (Chang & Hong, 2000; 

Guillen, 2000; Khanna & Palepu, 1999), the examination of their leaders 

has been less prevalent (Üsdiken, 2010). Studies have shown that certain 
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types of leaders can have a great impact on bringing about change to 

business group affiliates (Chung & Luo, 2008). Therefore, exploring how 

these business group affiliates are structured in terms of their leadership 

positions and the types of leaders that are placed into these roles could help 

give us a more comprehensive understanding towards the behavioral 

differences of these firms.  

Lastly, this dissertation further contributes to the international 

business stream of literature. In particular, it contributes to the research 

streams investigating the internationalization of family firms (De Massis, 

Frattini, Majocchi, & Piscitello, 2018), by examining a form of 

heterogeneity within family firms which is through their leadership 

structures. Although previous research on family firms and 

internationalization has argued that family owners behave conservatively in 

regards to internationalization because they would prefer not to dilute 

ownership (Banalieva & Eddleston, 2011) and to preserve their socio-

economic wealth (Gomez‐Mejia, Makri, & Kintana, 2010), the present study 

investigates how these firms could be affected by their leadership structures 

which could either promote or hinder internationalization. Therefore, an 

exploration into the disparities between single CEO and co-CEO leadership 

structures will allow examination into whether the added resource through 

human capital contributes to or diminishes the growth of business groups 

into foreign markets. In addition to this, while most research on 
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internationalization on family firms have been conducted by investigating 

foreign exports and international sales, this study examines it in the form of 

foreign direct investments which has interested scholars as it is a riskier 

form of entry (Kellermanns & Hoy, 2016). 

OVERVIEW 

I have organized this dissertation into the following sections, 

whereby the next two chapters are empirical studies investigating the 

difference between single CEO and co-CEO leadership structures in family 

business groups. Chapter two investigates my first research question, which 

addresses when firms in the family business groups are more likely to have 

co-CEO leadership structures in comparison to single CEOs. This study 

intends to investigate the conditions which lead firms to use co-CEO 

structures in order to capitalize on the certain advantages the structure can 

bring. It further investigates whether the circumstances which lead to the 

usage of co-CEO structures may be contingent on another factor. First, I 

examine which type of CEO is likely to be placed into co-CEO leadership 

structures through the comparison of family and professional CEOs. I also 

explore whether the evolution and aging of a business group affiliate lead to 

different leadership structures. Lastly, I investigate how these two effects are 

affected by the levels of family ownership. 

Chapter three investigates my second research question which 
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extends upon the findings in chapter two in order to focus on how these 

different leadership structures lead to the behavioral differences of firms. To 

be more specific, I investigate the difference in levels of internationalization 

between firms with single CEO structures and firms with co-CEO structures 

due to their decision-making processes. I cultivate competing hypotheses to 

investigate whether co-CEO structures lead to higher levels of 

internationalization due to the addition of human capital in terms of 

managerial skills and expertise, or whether co-CEO structures lead to lower 

levels of internationalization due to the conflict in the group. I further utilize 

a subsample of only co-CEOs to compare how depending on the different 

characteristics of this structure, it can either facilitate or hinder 

internationalization strategies. To be more specific, I investigated diversity 

levels through the proportion of family CEOs and universities attended by 

the CEOs.    

Chapter four is a summary and conclusion of my findings for my 

two empirical studies investigating single CEO and co-CEO structures. In 

this chapter, I summarize my main findings and consider how my current 

dissertation topic and empirical studies can be further extended. I categorize 

my suggestions for potential research directions into three categories which 

include the antecedents and consequences of co-CEO leadership structures; 

corporate governance and leaders of family business groups; and the 

internationalization of family firms.  
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CHAPTER 2:  

WHEN DO FIRMS USE SINGLE CEO AND CO-

CEO STRUCTURES IN FAMILY BUSINESS 

GROUPS?  
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, organizations have been forced to compete in 

environments that are more complex due to increasing competition and 

globalization. In order to respond to evolving markets, certain firms have 

begun to create co-leadership structures. This is when a separate position to 

assist the CEO as a partner is created, by separating and diffusing the tasks 

or responsibilities of individual CEOs (Hambrick & Cannella, 2004; 

Heenan, Bennis, & Bennis, 1999; Marcel, 2009). For instance, 

organizational task demands and CEO limitations have been found to 

increase the likelihood for a CEO to employ COO partnerships in firms 

(Hambrick & Cannella, 2004); the mergers and acquisitions wave caused 

firms to adopt CFO positions to manage diversified acquisitions (Zorn, 

2004). In a similar regard, firms have been found to employ the co-CEO 

form of leadership (Arena et al., 2011; Arnone & Stumpf, 2010), whereby 

more than one individual shares the chief executive position in the same 

firm (Krause et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2014). Although co-CEO forms of 

management are viewed to be a less common form of leadership, there has 

been a rising interest by both the academic literature and the business press 

on when this structure is used as they can be beneficial to organizations 

(Alvarez & Svejenova, 2005; Denis et al., 2012). 

Co-CEO structures can be seen to differ from the alternative types 

of co-leadership partnerships that have been investigated. This is because 
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they are formed when more than one executive is collectively appointed as 

the top leaders in an organization (Krause et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2014). 

In addition to this, studies investigating the determinants of other co-

leadership partnership structures with CEOs (i.e., Chairman-CEO, 

Chairman-Vice Chairman or CEO-COO) were found to be less important for 

co-CEO structures (Dennis, Ramsey, & Turner, 2009). This could partly be 

attributed towards the assumption that co-CEO positions allocate or allow 

for a more balanced basis of power to the individuals (Gibeau et al., 2017; 

Krause et al., 2015). The other structures of partnerships regarding co-

leadership are seen to have a clearer distinction between the positions 

through a difference in hierarchies and power assumed by the distinct roles 

(Alvarez & Svejenova, 2005; Cannella Jr & Shen, 2001; Heenan et al., 

1999; Levinson, 1993). Therefore, scholars investigating co-leadership 

partnerships have addressed a greater need to examine the co-CEO structure 

(Hambrick & Cannella, 2004). 

Despite the rising interest and research investigating co-CEO 

structures, the majority of these studies have concentrated on how this form 

of leadership has led to different organizational outcomes. However, less 

attention has been paid to its determinants. For instance, the impact co-CEO 

leadership structures have on variables such as firm performance (Amore et 

al., 2017; Krause et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2014), market reactions (Arena et 

al., 2011; Dennis et al., 2009), and corporate social responsibility (Hasija, 
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Ellstrand, Worrell, & Fowler, 2017), have recently been investigated. The 

majority of this research was also conducted in a Western context, using 

publicly traded firms (Arena et al., 2011; Cirillo, Romano, & Pennacchio, 

2015; Dennis et al., 2009; Krause et al., 2015). In this study, I take an initial 

step toward examining this understudied phenomenon by examining the 

determinants for when firms are more likely to use co-CEO leadership 

structures in comparison to single CEO structures in family business groups.  

Family business groups provide an appropriate context to 

investigate this phenomenon as co-CEO leadership structures were found to 

be much more prominent in family firms compared to public firms. For 

instance, a study conducted in 2007 on 1,035 firms in the U.S. found that 

42% of the leaders were considering co-CEO leadership structures for the 

next generation (MassMutual, 2007). However, only 23 companies among 

the Fortune 500 were reported to have pursued the co-CEO leadership 

structure in the past 30 years (Jagannathan, 2018). This could potentially be 

due to the differing motivations that impel family firms to undertake co-

CEO leadership structures. Some of these motives that have been 

investigated by scholars are mostly attributed to the transition to the next 

generation of leaders (Gibeau et al., 2017; Miller et al., 2014). This includes 

succession to sibling CEOs, the convergence between a father CEO and son 

CEO before succession, and the partnership of a family CEO and 

professional CEO. The first two motives are in essence comparable with the 
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stream of research that focused on investigating single management 

transitions of firms from one generation to the next (Alcorn, 1982; 

Brockhaus, 2004; Handler, 1992). However, they contrast with the studies 

that investigated the transition from family to professional management 

(Breton‐Miller, Miller, & Steier, 2004; Chang & Shim, 2015; Sharma & 

Irving, 2005).  

One of the critical reasons previous literature concentrated and 

emphasized professionalization is because of its significant influence on the 

sustainability and performance of a family firm (Dyer, 1989; Klein & Bell, 

2007). As family members can be limited in their capabilities (Block, 

Jaskiewicz, & Miller, 2011; Chrisman, Memili, & Misra, 2014; Dyer, 1989; 

Whyte, 1996), professional managers can be a means by which family firms 

acquire higher levels of expertise (Di Giuli, Caselli, & Gatti, 2011; Graves 

& Thomas, 2006; Kraiczy, Hack, & Kellermanns, 2014; Mazzola, Sciascia, 

& Kellermanns, 2013; Miller et al., 2014). In this regard, research on 

business groups has also examined how the industrialization and economic 

growth of emerging economies led to the wider employment of experts and 

professional managers (Üsdiken, 2010). Higher levels of expertise became 

necessary as business groups became more diversified and used more 

sophisticated technology (Chung & Luo, 2008). This is a development from 

earlier research, which showed initial interest towards investigating the 

tendency business groups had on preserving their family management and 
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examining how the essence of these organizations was family-based 

(Biggart, 1990).      

Therefore, the present study deviates from the focus of 

distinguishing between professional and family managers and concentrates 

instead on the variance of leadership structures by exploring when a single 

CEO or co-CEO structures are implemented. This study further helps 

advance the concept of professionalism by exploring how family CEOs and 

professional CEOs can co-exist as a team, rather than concentrating on the 

transition between them. As scholars have been divided on whether co-CEO 

structures are beneficial to firms, this study aims to examine which 

conditions lead firms to use co-CEO structures in order to capitalize on the 

several benefits it could bring. I also investigate whether these conditions, 

which lead to the usage of co-CEO structures, are contingent on another 

factor. First, I examine which type of CEO is likely to be placed into co-

CEO leadership structures. I theorize that a family CEO is more likely than 

a professional CEO to be partnered or teamed into co-CEO structures as 

they can benefit from additional advantages. I further explore how as the 

business group affiliate evolves and ages, co-CEO structures could be used 

to obtain the benefits of additional human capital and resources. Lastly, I 

investigate how these two effects will be weakened as family ownership 

level increases due to the difficulty of monitoring multiple CEOs.    

By departing from the strong assumption of firms being led by 
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single CEO structures, this study aims to contribute to both the business 

group and family business streams of literature in several ways. First, the 

significance of examining co-CEO structures is necessary as it is a prevalent 

but understudied form of management in Korean family business groups. 

Although previous research has concentrated on the transitions from family 

to professional CEOs (Chang & Shim, 2015), much of the empirics have 

been limited to single management structures. Reasons for this can be 

attributed to the fact that most firms are assumed to be operated under single 

CEO structures (Finkelstein et al., 2009). Furthermore, the majority of the 

research within this stream has concentrated on the differences between 

family and professional managers (Chang & Shim, 2015; Tsui-Auch & Lee, 

2003). Therefore, investigating co-CEO leadership structures could enable 

another distinction in the form of management within these firms as it can 

allow for the co-existence of family and professional CEOs (Miller et al., 

2014; Morikawa, 1992). In addition, the topic of top leadership within the 

literature researching business groups has been given the least amount of 

attention (Üsdiken, 2010). Second, investigating this form of governance 

also contributes towards examining the heterogeneous nature of family 

firms (Memili & Dibrell, 2019). A detailed exploration into the antecedents 

that generate further differences among family businesses could help us 

further apprehend the unique essence of these firms (Stewart & Hitt, 2012).  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Co-Leadership Structures 

A plethora of studies have been conducted on how the CEO is the 

primary decision-maker of a firm, and a firm‘s successes or failures are 

generally attributed to the CEO. These studies have further examined how 

the CEO holds a significant impact on firms (Hambrick & Quigley, 2014; 

Meindl, Ehrlich, & Dukerich, 1985; Quigley & Hambrick, 2015). Although, 

the majority of this research was conducted under the strong assumption that 

organizations should be led or managed by one person at a time (Fayol, 

1949; Finkelstein et al., 2009; Krause et al., 2015), development in the 

competitive environment has led to changes to this single leader form of 

corporate governance. A number of firms began to implement co-leadership 

structures whereby different roles were added to assist the CEO through the 

separation of activities and responsibilities. These partnerships include a 

variety of structures such as CEO-COO, CEO-CFO, Chairman-CEO and 

CEO-heir apparent leaderships (Alvarez & Svejenova, 2005; Hambrick & 

Cannella, 2004; Heenan et al., 1999; Zhang, 2006; Zorn, 2004).    

One of the most common co-leadership structures in firms is the 

CEO-COO positions. As organizations became more complicated, tasks 

were separated, and this led to the creation of COO positions to assist the 

CEO as a partner (Hambrick & Cannella, 2004; Heenan et al., 1999; Zhang 
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& Rajagopalan, 2003). Examples of how roles were divided included the 

CEO concentrating on external issues and COOs concentrating on internal 

issues (Murray, 2000); in addition to CEOs focusing on long term goals and 

COOs focusing on short term goals (Bass & Stogdill, 1990). Although 

studies also discovered that having an additional COO position led to a 

higher cost to the firm, companies continued to create this position 

(Hambrick & Cannella, 2004). In addition to this, scholars, as well as 

practitioners, have found that COO positions can be beneficial. For instance, 

the CEO of Facebook Mark Zuckerberg has been quoted saying, ―Without 

her, we would just be incomplete” about his COO Sheryl Sandberg (Stone, 

2011). Furthermore, although research on the performance outcomes of 

COO positions have been limited and initial research found them to lead to 

lower firm performance (Hambrick & Cannella, 2004), studies have also 

found that this could actually be contingent on factors such as the top 

management team characteristics (Marcel, 2009), and that they could 

indirectly affect firm performance as well (Krause, Semadeni, & Cannella 

Jr, 2013).  

Another popular partnership that was created with the CEO 

included CFO positions, whereby these executives were allocated with more 

power and responsibilities due to the expertise that was required during the 

M&A wave (Zorn, 2004). Studies have emphasized the significance of the 

CFO position, and how CEOs viewed them to be their strategic partners 
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(Favaro, 2001; Dalton, 1999; Heidrick & Struggles, 1998; Tulimieri & 

Banai, 2009, 2010; Zoni & Merchant, 2007). Research has found that in 

addition to their roles which involve overseeing the financial aspects of a 

firm such as auditing and financial reporting, CFOs were also tasked with 

aiding the CEOs in strategic management (IFAC, 2002; Zoni & Merchant, 

2007). This was because CFOs had the capability of concluding whether the 

strategies put forward by the CEOs would be achievable financially (IFAC, 

2002; Scheumann, 1999). Studies have further found that partnerships 

between CEOs and CFOs led to higher firm performance (Han, Zhang, & 

Han, 2015).          

As changes in the environment continued to take place, 

organizations were required to hire executives with different types of 

expertise to support the CEO. This has led to various kinds of executive 

roles which have been added to corporations (Alvarez & Svejenova, 2005). 

For instance, another important change in the competitive environment, 

which affected organizations, can be attributed to the technology 

development which took place. This led to the growing interest and 

importance of information technology whereby a further position in the 

form of chief information officers (CIOs) was developed (Gupta, 1991). 

Furthermore, another position that has increased during the years includes 

chief strategy officer (CSO) positions, whereby these executives were 

appointed to assist with the growing complexity of organizations (Menz & 
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Scheef, 2014).   

In addition to this, another popular stream of research included 

investigating CEO-Chairman partnerships through the examination of CEO 

duality structures (Dalton, Hitt, Certo, & Dalton, 2007; Krause, Semadeni, 

& Cannella Jr, 2014). CEO duality is the term given to CEOs who hold 

positions as both the CEO and chairman of the board. Interest in this 

concept grew as both the academic and practitioners believed this could lead 

to significant consequences to organizational performance (Baliga, Moyer, 

& Rao, 1996; Felton & Watson, 2002; Kang & Zardkoohi, 2005). Scholars 

have been divided on whether it is more efficient to enable one individual to 

hold both roles as the CEO and the chairman, or to separate the two roles 

(Gove & Junkunc, 2013; Lewellyn & Fainshmidt, 2017; Rechner & Dalton, 

1991). This divide can be attributed towards scholars exploring the topic 

through two theoretical perspectives which include the agency theory and 

stewardship theory (Daily, Dalton, & Cannella Jr, 2003; Gove & Junkunc, 

2013; Lewellyn & Fainshmidt, 2017; Krause et al., 2014). Supporters for 

CEO duality argue that having a precise leader leads to clear objectives in 

addition to speedier decision making (Boyd, 1995). These scholars have 

further argued that having one leader promotes organizational effectiveness 

(Anderson & Anthony, 1986). However, opponents of this concept have 

contended that CEO duality could lead to poorer organizational performance 

due to the greater power of CEOs. They contend that CEOs with more 
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power could be subject to less monitoring and act in self-serving interests 

(Fama & Jensen, 1983). In addition to this, practitioners seem to agree with 

this perspective as there have been many investors and activists who have 

called for the separation of CEO and chairman positions arguing that 

organizations will be more stable if they evade leadership by powerful 

individuals (DGA, 2004).   

Co-CEO Structures 

Co-CEO structures are viewed to be different from co-leadership 

partnerships because they are established when more than one executive is 

collectively appointed as the top leaders in an organization (Krause et al., 

2015; Miller et al., 2014). This collective appointment means that a more 

equal basis of power is shared between the individuals (Gibeau et al., 2017; 

Krause et al., 2015); whereas in co-leadership structures there is an 

individual who is ultimately in charge and holds more responsibility 

(Alvarez & Svejenova, 2005; Fetscherin, 2015; Heenan et al., 1999; 

Levinson, 1993). Although the concept of co-CEO structures is not novel, 

academic investigation on this type of leadership structure has been limited. 

However, the rising interest in this topic by both the academic literature and 

the business press (Alvarez & Svejenova, 2005; Denis et al., 2012) has led 

to the identification of several conditions that create appropriate contexts for 

co-CEO structures in firms. The first condition applies to startup firms, 

whereby co-founders are appointed to lead their firms (Alvarez & 
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Svejenova, 2005; Vieito, 2015). The second condition applies to firms that 

have to undergo changes due to a transition period (Gibeau et al., 2017; 

O'Toole et al., 2002). The third condition applies to firms that encounter 

organizational complexity (Arena et al., 2011; Gibeau et al., 2017). The last 

condition applies to family businesses and is attributed largely to transition 

processes (Gibeau et al., 2017; O'Toole et al., 2002).   

The first condition whereby co-founders in startup firms are 

appointed together to lead their firms can be attributed to the characteristic 

in that many entrepreneurs have been found to create new ventures through 

teams (Ruef, Aldrich, & Carter, 2003). As the co-founders created the 

venture together, they may decide that it is better to manage the firm 

together equally as well (Vieito, 2015). Some notable startups that were 

managed together by the co-founders include Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, 

and Miramax Films (Alvarez & Svejenova, 2005). In addition to this, as the 

startup begins to grow and become more complex, the founders may require 

additional help through partnering with professional experts as they may no 

longer be equipped to handle the growing needs of the company (Alvarez & 

Svejenova, 2005). The recruitment and addition of a professional manager 

can also lead to co-CEO structures if the founder or co-founders remain in 

the company.          

The second condition whereby firms experience changes through a 

transition period can be applicable to various contexts. One of the more 
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prominent changes that lead to co-CEO structures is attributable to merger 

and acquisition processes (Arena et al., 2011; Dennis et al., 2009; O'Toole et 

al., 2002). Previous research has found that partnerships can develop 

between the two leaders of the joining firms, which can lead to several 

advantages (Arena et al., 2011). These advantages include higher levels of 

cooperation, smoother integration processes, and a better balance of both 

firms and their positions (Alvarez & Svejenova, 2005; Arnone & Stumpf, 

2010; Troiano, 1999). In addition to this, co-CEO leadership structures can 

facilitate a friendlier union between the two companies in contrast to a 

hostile takeover (Troiano, 1999). Other transitions that lead to co-CEO 

leadership structures can include when companies go through a succession 

process. For instance, co-CEO positions can facilitate the transition a firm 

goes through when hiring a new CEO as it can reduce any conflict that 

could arise from the board members or stakeholders (Arnone & Stumpf, 

2010). The combination of CEOs during this transition can include founder 

CEOs and professional CEOs (Alvarez & Svejenova, 2005). This is because 

this structure can allow the founder CEO to work with the professional CEO 

instead of being replaced (Wasserman, 2003). Other combinations also 

include when the incumbent CEO works with the heir apparent during the 

transition period (Cannella Jr & Shen, 2001; Fetscherin, 2015).     

The third condition where firms are confronted with complexity can 

be caused by various factors such as growth in size, geographic expansion, 
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and diversification. Co-CEO structures can help organizations address these 

complications as they can allow for the division of work, in addition to 

exposing the organization to a wider range of skills by having multiple 

leaders (Arnone & Stumpf, 2010; O'Toole et al., 2002). Previous studies 

have argued that as organizations become more complex, it is difficult for an 

individual to encompass all of the skills that are required to perform their 

tasks (O'Toole et al., 2002). Peter C. Davis, a partner and management 

consultant from Booze-Allen Hamilton & Co, was quoted, saying, ―Co-

management can work when the two leaders have complementary skills‖ 

(Troiano, 1999). Therefore, the complementary skills of co-CEOs and 

division of roles could help organizations overcome these complications. 

For instance, studies have argued that one CEO could be placed in charge of 

domestic operations, and another CEO could be in charge of international 

operations (Arena et al., 2011; Arnone & Stumpf, 2010).  

The last condition that applies to family firms and their transition 

processes is categorized into three broad categories (Gibeau et al., 2017). 

The first category includes succession to the next generation via sibling 

CEO partnerships (Aronoff, Astrachan, Mendoza, & Ward, 2011; Astrachan 

et al., 2002a). The second category includes the convergence between a 

parent CEO and their child, whereby they work together for some time 

(Rahael, 2012). The last category includes the partnership between family 

CEOs and professional CEOs (Miller et al., 2014; Morikawa, 1992). In 
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addition to this, a recent study also found family firms to hold co-CEO 

structures in the form of marriages (Amore et al., 2017; Marshack, 1998). 

Co-CEO structures in family firms are recognized as a significant method 

that can allow for the allocation of responsibilities and tasks among family 

members (Aronoff, Astrachan, Mendoza, & Ward, 1997; Lansberg, 1999). A 

high number of family firms worldwide have been recorded to use co-CEO 

structures. For example, a survey conducted on 1,035 family firms in the 

U.S. reported that 42% of them were considering a co-CEO structure in 

regards to their leadership for the next generation (MassMutual, 2007).              

In the following section, I take a closer look at the conditions of 

family firms to develop arguments for when affiliates of family business 

groups will be more likely to use co-CEO leadership structures. I first 

consider which type of CEO is more likely to be placed into co-CEO 

structures. I then explore how, as a firm evolves, they may be prone to 

implement co-CEO structures due to the complexity it encounters. Lastly, I 

investigate how family ownership can moderate these effects.     

HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 

Family CEOs and co-CEO structures in family business groups  

Family firms in Asia have conventionally been viewed to be similar 

to monarchies whereby the firstborn son was generally assumed to be the 
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successor, and the rest of his siblings assigned to business roles based on 

birth order, gender, and status in the family (Alcorn, 1982). Although it has 

been recognized that the firstborn son may not be the most optimal 

successor (Ayres, 1990; Goldberg & Wooldridge, 1993; Lyman, Salganicoff, 

& Hollander, 1985), many families have conformed to Confucian norms 

whereby fathers have denoted their firstborn sons to be the successor in 

order to prevent conflict within the business (Alcorn, 1982). However, 

unlike these previous forms of succession, a new form of leadership 

structure for future generations has begun to emerge.   

A large number of family firms have been found to be run by co-

CEO leadership structures (Amore et al., 2017; Arena et al., 2011; Miller et 

al., 2014), due to the positive impacts it can have on organizations. For 

instance, co-CEO structures can lead to advantages acquired from the 

additional human capital that is obtained (Arena et al., 2011; O'Toole et al., 

2002). In addition to this, co-CEO leadership structures have been viewed as 

an effective way to distribute leadership roles among family members 

(Lansberg, 1999). Shared leadership has been found to be an intangible 

source of resource since teams can take advantage of the complementary 

knowledge and skills provided by multiple leaders whereby individuals can 

focus on different areas of expertise (Carson, Tesluk, & Marrone, 2007). Co-

CEO leadership structures have also been shown to allow firms to retain 

high performing individuals who may otherwise leave to work for a 
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competing firm (Arnone & Stumpf, 2009). In other words, these positions 

can be a way to retain successful and ambitious people with high 

capabilities.  

In accordance with these arguments, I believe the usage of co-CEO 

leadership structures will extend to family CEOs in family business groups. 

In particular, I believe that family CEOs will be put into co-CEO leadership 

structures for a variety of reasons. First, it has been viewed that family firms 

have to recruit professional managers in order to grow (Klein & Bell, 2007; 

Stewart & Hitt, 2012). Consequently, the usage of co-CEO structures could 

be a way to help family members transition into hiring professional CEOs 

while maintaining family-management, as this structure could allow for the 

coexistence of family and professional CEOs (Miller et al., 2014; 

Morikawa, 1992). In scenarios whereby a family firm hires and employ their 

kin or relatives despite being less qualified for a role (Block et al., 2011; 

Dunn, 1995; Lin & Hu, 2007; Whyte, 1996), the co-CEO leadership 

structure could offset any shortcomings this would have on the organization 

through the partnering with a qualified professional CEO. The professional 

CEOs that are recruited could bring with them higher levels of expertise or 

knowledge (Di Giuli et al., 2011; Kraiczy et al., 2014; Mazzola et al., 2013; 

Miller et al., 2014). Professional managers could also provide the added 

benefit of access to their networks, which preside outside of the firm 

(Mazzola et al., 2013; Sciascia & Mazzola, 2008).  
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In addition to this, co-CEO leadership structures could be a process 

whereby founders pass down their business to the next generation in the 

form of sibling teams. (Aronoff et al., 2011), or father CEOs train their 

offspring CEOs before transitioning the management of the company to 

them (Rahael, 2012). These forms of shared leadership have been found to 

have beneficial effects on firms due to the complementary skills and 

capabilities it can provide (Bövers & Hoon, 2020). Therefore, although 

family CEOs are able to experience the several advantages of co-CEO 

structures either when the team is through a respective family CEO or 

whether they are teamed with a professional CEO, this may not be the case 

for professional CEOs. Although co-CEO structures could benefit from 

family and professional CEO partnerships as it could mitigate the problems 

associated with professionalizing (Hall & Nordqvist, 2008), it has also been 

found that the performance of professional CEOs decrease when they are 

teamed up with other family CEOs (Miller et al., 2014). The reasons for this 

have been attributed towards professional CEOs being distracted by the 

differing values family CEOs could be motivated by (Gomez-Mejia, Cruz, 

Berrone, & De Castro, 2011; Miller et al., 2014). Therefore, I predict that it 

will be more advantages for family CEOs to be placed into co-CEO 

leadership structures in comparison to professional CEOs. Accordingly, I 

predict that affiliates with family CEOs are more likely to utilize the co-

CEO structure rather than the single CEO structure.  
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Hypothesis 1: Affiliates with the presence of family CEOs in comparison to 

affiliates without family CEOs are more likely to use the co-CEO structure 

rather than the single CEO structure  

Firm age and co-CEO structures in family business groups   

Studies on family businesses have classified family members as 

―nonprofessional managers‖ (Chittoor & Das, 2007; Hall & Nordqvist, 

2008) and it has been widely argued that non-family managers or 

employees, i.e., professional managers need to be recruited to family 

businesses for them to grow (Klein & Bell, 2007; Stewart & Hitt, 2012). 

The reason non-family members are eventually recruited is due to the fact 

that family members are limited in supply as a resource as well as 

constrained with their skills (Chrisman et al., 2014; Dyer, 1989). Therefore, 

professional managers can be a means to aid family firms in operating more 

successfully (Sciascia & Mazzola, 2008). For instance, their higher levels of 

expertise can be instrumental when expanding into novel markets (Chung & 

Luo, 2008; Graves & Thomas, 2006). In addition to this, researchers within 

the field of entrepreneurship and life cycles have argued that as a firm 

evolves, so must the management styles (Rubenson & Gupta, 1992). 

Scholars have argued that as firms become more established, they require 

more experienced managers to satisfy the more complex needs of the 

companies (Daily & Dalton, 1992; Hambrick & Crozier, 1985). This change 

in management can also be attributed to the founders being limited in the 
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amount of expertise they hold.  

The concept of co-CEO structures is comparable to that of 

recruiting professional managers to family firms, as well as transitioning 

from founders to more experienced managers within new ventures. It can be 

seen as a process of recruiting more expertise to allocate core 

responsibilities and roles to various individuals as organizations evolve. It 

can be difficult for one individual to encompass all the capabilities required 

to perform their jobs as a corporation becomes more complex since 

individuals are limited in the number of capabilities one possesses (O'Toole 

et al., 2002; Pearce & Conger, 2002; Tulimieri & Banai, 2009). As 

organizations become more complex through their growth and 

establishment, the need for specialized roles increases, as does the need for 

more managerial layers (King, Solomon, & Fernald, 2001).  

Furthermore, the added complexity of teams as an organization 

grows can make it difficult for one leader to successfully conduct all their 

necessary conditions (Day, Gronn, & Salas, 2004). Scholars have noted that 

CEOs should delegate some of the short term goals to COOs as 

organizations become larger since it can be difficult for one individual to be 

in possession of all the capabilities that are needed to carry out all the 

activities and roles that are required of them (Bass & Stogdill, 1990; 

Drucker, 2012). In this regard, similar to having a COO partner, the 

complementary skills of multiple CEOs can benefit organizations as they 
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become more complex since each CEO can concentrate on a separate area of 

expertise (O'Toole et al., 2002).   

Therefore, I argue that the utilization of co-CEO structures as an 

affiliate in family business groups evolves and ages can stem from several 

reasons. First, the utilization of co-CEO structures could be a way to help 

family members transition into hiring professional CEOs while maintaining 

family-management. This structure could allow for the coexistence of a 

family and professional CEO, whereby a ―co-operative management 

structure‖ is implemented (Morikawa, 1992). Second, as an affiliate grows 

older, it becomes more difficult for one individual to control all the complex 

operations and needs of the organization. Previous research has found that 

business groups which are more diversified required managers with certain 

experiences and skills (Chung & Luo, 2008). In addition to this, experienced 

managers were found to be instrumental in the international expansion of 

business group affiliates (Tan & Meyer, 2010). Therefore, affiliates that 

have grown more established could require higher amounts of expertise and 

a division of roles through the arrangement of co-CEO leadership structures. 

They could also require different types of expertise depending on whether 

they are to diversify into new product markets or new geographic markets. 

Therefore, co-CEO structures could be a way for the affiliates to obtain the 

added benefits of additional human capital and resources. The arguments 

above lead me to my second hypothesis, whereby I predict that older 
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affiliates are more likely to utilize the co-CEO structure rather than the 

single CEO structure.  

Hypothesis 2: Affiliates that are older in comparison to affiliates that are 

younger are more likely to use the co-CEO structure rather than the single 

CEO structure  

Family ownership co-CEO structures in family business groups  

Some affiliates in business groups are prioritized (core companies) 

over other affiliates (peripheral companies) (Ayyagari, Dau, & Spencer, 

2015). This is due to some businesses holding greater economic potential 

and being of central importance to other businesses (Livengood & Reger, 

2010). Higher family involvement and ownership of an affiliate can be 

shown to reflect how embedded an organization is within its business 

group‘s identity domain (Ayyagari et al., 2015). This could lead to family 

owners desiring and requiring higher control over their more prioritized 

affiliates. Therefore, as one of the main objectives for family firm owners is 

to stay in control of their businesses (Gómez-Mejía, Haynes, Núñez-Nickel, 

Jacobson, & Moyano-Fuentes, 2007; Gomez-Mejia et al., 2011; 

Sundaramurthy & Kreiner, 2008), family owners may find it important to 

stay in control of affiliates with higher levels of family stock ownership due 

to its importance within the business group.  

Previous research has also found boards to have more difficulty 
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monitoring two CEOs in comparison to one CEO (Hermalin & Weisbach, 

1998). In this regard, family owners may prefer single CEO structures in the 

more important affiliates as it is more difficult to monitor and control 

multiple CEOs. Therefore, combined with the arguments above I propose 

that higher levels of family ownership will weaken the effects of hypothesis 

1 and hypothesis 2.  

Hypothesis 3a: Higher levels of family stock ownership will lower the 

likelihood of affiliates with family CEOs using co-CEO structures    

Hypothesis 3b: Higher levels of family stock ownership will lower the 

likelihood of older affiliates using co-CEO structures   

METHOD 

Sample and data collection 

I restricted my sample to investigate the top 30 business groups on 

the list of ―large business groups‖ compiled by the Fair Trade Commission 

(FTC) of the Korean government. I then compiled a list of the affiliates that 

were associated with these business groups. Furthermore, I only included 

firms that were publicly listed on the Korean stock exchange (KOSPI), and 

excluded financial and insurance companies. My final dataset consists of 

1,322 firm-year observations for 127 firms between the years 2000 and 

2016.   
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Measures 

Co-CEO structure. My main dependent variable Co-CEO structure 

was coded as a binary variable whereby co-CEO structures were categorized 

as (1), and single CEO structures were categorized as (0). The annual 

reports of all the companies in my sample were cross-referenced with the 

database compiled by the Korea Investors Service (KIS) to check the 

executives that were listed as ―Chief Executive Officer‖. If companies had 

more than one individual that held the title and position as ―Chief Executive 

Officer‖ they were considered to hold a co-CEO structure. Approximately 

57.11% of group-affiliated companies were led by co-CEOs. Among the 

affiliates with co-CEO structures, 62.12% of the observations were led by 

two co-CEOs, 28.34% by three co-CEOs, 7.81% by four co- CEOs and less 

than 2% by five co-CEOs (cases with more than five co-CEOs were 

dropped).     

Family CEO. My first independent variable is the presence of 

family CEOs in the firm (Family CEO presence), coded 1 if there is at least 

one family CEO in the CEO structure (this could be either in a single CEO 

structure or within co-CEO structures), and 0 otherwise. I followed Miller et 

al., (2014) whereby he used this method to capture the presence of 

professional CEOs, but instead of professional CEOs applied the coding to 

family CEOs. This information was readily available in the annual reports 

due to the disclosure requirement for family members by the government.  
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Firm age. My second independent variable was coded as a 

continuous variable whereby I calculated and log-transformed the number of 

years since the affiliate was established.    

Family stock ownership. My moderating variable was calculated as 

a continuous variable of the percentage of stock owned by family members 

in each affiliate and was log-transformed.      

CEO level controls. As the literature has shown that co-CEO 

structures are sometimes implemented during transition periods, I included 

CEO-level controls which could have the potential to influence when firms 

use this structure (Gibeau et al., 2017; O'Toole et al., 2002). I first controlled 

for CEO age whereby for firms with co-CEO structures the average age of 

the CEOs were calculated. I further controlled for CEO tenure as the 

number of years worked as a CEO in the company. Likewise, for firms with 

co-CEO structures, the average tenure of the CEOs was calculated. 

Furthermore, as co-CEO structures were sometimes implemented during a 

transition period from one CEO to another, I also included CEO succession 

controls. This was, due to the short tenures of the CEOs. Therefore I 

included a dummy variable CEO succession to depict whether a CEO 

succession had taken place that year or not. The dummy variable was coded 

as (1) if a new CEO had been added to the co-CEO structure, or if a CEO 

had been taken away from the co-CEO structure or the CEO had changed in 

the single CEO structure.  
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Firm level controls. Research examining co-CEO structures has 

suggested that various firm characteristics lead to the implementation of 

firms using co-CEOs (Arena et al., 2011). Therefore, I controlled for firm 

performance (measured as return on assets), firm size (measured as total 

sales), firm liquidity (measured as the debt-equity ratio), and firm R&D 

expenditure intensity (measured as the proportion of R&D expenditure to 

total sales). All of these variables were logged.  

Analytical approach  

To analyze whether a co-CEO structure was implemented or not 

within these firms, I utilized a logistic regression model with the business 

group, year, and industry dummies. I included yearly dummies due to the 

unbalanced panel set with CEOs beginning their tenure at different times 

within the sample period. In addition to this, dummy variables were 

included to control for business group effects. This was because business 

groups have been known to have different characteristics and styles of 

leadership from each other. Therefore this could lead to the unobservable 

group effects which could potentially impact the group‘s propensity to favor 

single CEO or co-CEO structures. In addition to this industry dummies were 

included as some industries could favor single CEO or co-CEO structures. 

Therefore, through the logistic regression model, I was able to test when 

firms were likely to use co-CEO structures in comparison to single CEO 

structures.        
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I further implemented several robustness checks to validate my 

results. All independent variables and control variables (excluding for CEO 

related variables) were lagged by one year to control for potential 

endogeneity issues. Furthermore, in order to limit the influence of extreme 

observations firm level controls were windsorized at the 1% and 99% levels 

(Dixon, 1960).    

RESULTS 

Table A1 reports the descriptive statistics for all variables regarding 

my hypotheses on when affiliates are more likely to use single CEO and co-

CEO leadership structures, and Table A2 presents the correlations among all 

the variables. All of the correlations in this sample were at a moderate range 

except for the variables Family CEO Presence and Co-CEO Structure, 

which had a value of 0.62. Therefore I calculated the variance inflation 

factor (VIF) to check for multicollinearity. All VIFs were less than the value 

of five, which is less than the recommended value of ten (Neter, Wasserman, 

& Kutner, 1990). Therefore multicollinearity was not deemed an issue in 

this sample.     

── Insert Table A1 about here ── 

 

 

── Insert Table A2 about here ── 
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Table A3 displays the results of my logistics regression analysis, 

which tested when firms were more likely to use co-CEO structures in 

comparison to single CEO structures.  

 

── Insert Table A3 about here ── 

 

Hypothesis 1 proposed that family CEOs were more likely to be put 

into co-CEO structures rather than single CEO structures. Model 1 confirms 

this result and is statistically significant. Hypothesis 2 argued that as 

affiliates evolve and get older firms were more likely to use co-CEO 

structures rather than single CEO structures. Model 2 confirms that this 

hypothesis was significantly supported.  

Hypothesis 3a and 3b proposed a moderating effect and predicted 

that family stock ownership would decrease the effects of hypothesis 1 and 

hypothesis 2. The empirical analysis provided some interesting results. 

Model 4 shows us that family stock ownership lowered the likelihood of 

family CEOs being put into co-CEO structures. These results stayed the 

same when firm age was controlled for, as shown in Model 6. Therefore, 

these results show that although family CEOs were more likely to be placed 

into co-CEO structures in comparison to professional CEOs, this was 
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contingent on family stock ownership levels. On the other hand, although 

Model 5 shows us that family stock ownership lowered the likelihood of 

older firms using co-CEO structures this result was not statistically 

significant. However, when the presence of family CEOs were controlled 

for in Model 7, this effect became significant. Therefore, these results show 

that older affiliates are more likely to use co-CEO structures. However, as 

family stock ownership increases this effect weakens but only when the 

presence of family CEOs are controlled for.  

DISCUSSION 

The present study proposed to consider another form of leadership 

structure, which was a prevalent form of management in Korean business 

groups and to examine when this leadership structure was more likely to be 

used. I discovered that family CEOs were more likely to be placed in a co-

CEO structure rather than a single CEO structure in comparison to 

professional CEOs. I argued that this was because the co-CEO structure 

could provide family CEOs with potentially more advantages in comparison 

to professional CEOs. For instance, they could be partnered with qualified 

professional CEOs, or it could be a way for founders to succeed the business 

to the next generation of sibling teams. In addition to this, as firms in 

Korean business group affiliates aged, they had the tendency to implement 

co-CEO leadership structures which could be due to several reasons. It 
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could be caused by the structure allowing for the co-existence of family and 

professional management, or it could be due to the division of roles as the 

organization became more complex. Both of these effects were seen to 

diminish as the family stock ownership in a firm increased, which depicted 

the firm to be more important or a core affiliate whereby owners would 

want better control and monitoring of their CEOs. Therefore, this study 

investigated which conditions led firms to use co-CEO structures in order to 

capitalize on the several benefits this structure could bring. However, these 

conditions were contingent on family stock ownership.  

The theory and empirical findings on when co-CEO structures are 

implemented within family business groups make important contributions to 

the following streams of literature. While previous research on business 

groups has focused primarily on the transitions from family to professional 

management, much of the empirics and underlying assumptions have 

limited findings to single management structures. Therefore, the majority of 

the research within this stream has concentrated on the differences between 

family and professional managers (Tsui-Auch & Lee, 2003). However, 

examining when co-CEO leadership structures are used can enable another 

distinction in the form of management within these firms. Therefore, the 

present study argues that this form of leadership can be beneficial to 

business groups as it can allow for the co-existence of family and 

professional CEOs (Miller et al., 2014; Morikawa, 1992). Furthermore, this 
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study also contributes towards examining the heterogeneous nature of 

family firms (Memili & Dibrell, 2019). A detailed examination into the 

antecedents that generate further differences among family businesses can 

help contribute towards aspects that are less investigated but inherent within 

these firms (Stewart & Hitt, 2012). 

In addition to this, future studies could expand upon these findings 

in various ways. This study only pertained to the difference between single 

CEO and co-CEO structures. However, further differences within these 

structures also exist. This includes professional and family CEOs within the 

single CEO structure, and the different combinations of professional and 

family CEOs within the co-CEO structures. In addition to this, in the 

context of Korea co-CEO structures can further be categorized into 

―independent‖ and ―dependent‖ co-CEOs. This is an important distinction as 

the former allows the co-CEOs to act independently without the approval of 

the other CEOs, whereas the latter requires all CEOs to agree on decisions. 

A more detailed analysis of these different structures could lead to more 

interesting results, and further antecedents on when these structures are used 

could exist and lead to different combinations of these structures. For 

instance, complicated issues regarding corporate governance structures in 

the family business groups pertaining to Korea exist and in the future, it 

may be meaningful to take into account the composition of the chairmen, 

directors or institutional investors to investigate how this affects the 
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leadership structures of affiliates. Second, all family CEOs were seen to be 

the same as they were categorized into the same category. However, 

differences among family CEOs are seen to exist as well depending on 

whether they are a founder CEO, the different types of generation that exist, 

or even birth order characterizations. These differences could further 

contribute toward whether a single CEO or co-CEO structure is used. This is 

because co-CEO structures could also be a form of grooming a family CEO 

before he is ready for the ultimate succession of a firm. Third, the current 

sample of the study only pertained to the top 30 family business groups in 

Korea. However, extending the sample to include smaller business groups in 

addition to companies not affiliated to business groups could provide 

meaningful results.  

Lastly, although the present dissertation found that family CEOs 

were more likely to be placed into co-CEO structures in comparison to 

professional CEOs, it was discovered that this condition was contingent on 

family ownership levels. The fact that family ownership weakened this 

effect was interesting. This was because previous research has shown that 

unitary leadership gave CEOs more power whereas the separation of roles 

(for example, in the form of chairman and CEO positions) could lower their 

power. However, these results display that family owners prefer to monitor 

single CEOs despite the potential of them growing more powerful, in 

comparison to distributing the power among the CEOs and letting them 
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monitor each other. Further investigation on how other variables such as 

board of director characteristics or chairman relationships influence the 

usage of these structures could be interesting.  
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TABLES 

[Table A1] Descriptive Statistics   

Variables Mean S.D. Min Max 

(1) Co-CEO Structure 0.57 0.5 0 1 

(2) Family CEO Presence  0.46 0.5 0 1 

(3) Firm Age 3.46 0.73 0.69 4.37 

(4) Family Stock Ownership 1.92 2.41 -4.61 4.5 

(5) Average CEO Tenure 3.8 2.54 1 15 

(6) Average CEO Age 57.8 4.98 38 78 

(7) CEO Succession 0.3 0.46 0 1 

(8) Firm Performance (ROA) 0.04 0.06 -0.24 0.19 

(9) Firm Size (Sales) 14.05 1.48 9.71 17.57 

(10) Firm Liquidity  4.56 0.96 1.33 6.89 

(11) Firm R&D Intensity 0.67 1.41 0 8.01 

(12) Year 2008.78 4.78 2000 2016 

(13) Group 13.77 8.29 1 30 

(14) Industry 5.65 3.39 3 14 
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 [Table A2] Pearson Correlation Coefficients  

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

(1) Co-CEO Structure 1 

            (2) Family CEO Presence  0.62 1 

           (3) Firm Age 0.14 0.13 1 

          (4) Family Stock Ownership 0.24 0.26 0.25 1 

         (5) Average CEO Tenure 0.21 0.35 0.21 0.14 1 

        (6) Average CEO Age 0.12 0.06 0.14 0.07 0.34 1 

       (7) CEO Succession 0.12 0.02 0.02 0.01 -0.29 -0.09 1 

      (8) Firm Performance (ROA) -0.02 -0.01 -0.14 0.05 0.01 -0.05 -0.04 1 

     (9) Firm Size (Sales) 0.12 0.01 -0.05 -0.29 0.01 0.06 0.06 0.07 1 

    (10) Firm Liquidity  -0.08 -0.13 -0.07 -0.21 -0.23 -0.11 0.07 -0.33 0.37 1 

   (11) Firm R&D Intensity 0.03 -0.1 0.03 -0.18 0.01 -0.03 0.01 0.02 0.22 -0.04 1 

  (12) Year -0.05 -0.05 0.04 -0.11 0.39 0.2 -0.01 -0.13 0.02 -0.2 0.05 1 

 (13) Group 0.13 0.16 -0.1 0.09 0.13 -0.05 -0.02 -0.03 -0.01 -0.05 -0.12 0.03 1 

(14) Industry 0.01 -0.04 -0.05 0.11 0.07 -0.03 -0.05 0.02 -0.3 -0.24 -0.23 0.18 0.02 
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[Table A3] Logistic Regression Analysis on the Likelihood of using Single CEO and Co-CEO Structures   

 Likelihood of using Co-CEO Structures (1/0) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

        
Average CEO Tenure -0.0263 0.193*** 0.179*** -0.0318 0.163*** -0.0528 -0.0622 

 (-0.53) (4.67) (4.37) (-0.62) (3.89) (-1.02) (-1.21) 

Average CEO Age 0.0861*** 0.00164 -0.00821 0.0856*** -0.00630 0.0855*** 0.0805*** 
 (3.72) (0.09) (-0.44) (3.59) (-0.34) (3.57) (3.41) 

CEO Succession 0.747*** 0.846*** 0.784*** 0.655*** 0.761*** 0.628*** 0.660*** 

 (3.42) (4.60) (4.21) (2.91) (4.06) (2.77) (2.95) 

Firm Performance (ROA) -0.407 -1.917 -2.880* -1.409 -2.522 -0.751 -0.643 

 (-0.21) (-1.19) (-1.78) (-0.73) (-1.53) (-0.38) (-0.33) 

Firm Size (Sales) 0.734*** 0.987*** 1.018*** 0.831*** 1.049*** 0.855*** 0.826*** 
 (7.65) (11.46) (11.70) (8.11) (11.81) (8.27) (8.17) 

Firm Leverage -0.389*** -0.474*** -0.345*** -0.330** -0.333*** -0.316** -0.294* 

 (-2.65) (-3.80) (-2.75) (-2.17) (-2.62) (-2.06) (-1.95) 
Firm R&D Intensity 0.170** 0.0690 0.0484 0.167** 0.0442 0.176** 0.161** 

 (2.20) (1.04) (0.70) (2.01) (0.64) (2.10) (2.02) 

Family CEO Presence 4.371***   5.957***  5.863*** 4.371*** 
 (13.77)   (11.27)  (11.27) (13.30) 

Firm Age   0.454***   0.371*** 0.415** 0.601*** 

  (3.71)   (2.66) (2.45) (3.24) 

Family Stock Ownership   0.279*** 0.346*** 0.384** 0.325*** 0.563*** 

   (6.17) (5.45) (2.36) (5.07) (2.73) 

Family CEO Presence X Family Stock Ownership    -0.626***  -0.594***  
    (-4.55)  (-4.38)  

Firm Age X Family Stock Ownership     -0.0376  -0.110* 

     (-0.81)  (-1.88) 
Constant -13.75*** -11.06*** -10.44*** -16.15*** -12.15*** -17.99*** -17.41*** 

 (-6.80) (-6.29) (-6.15) (-7.53) (-6.65) (-7.82) (-7.60) 

Year Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Group Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Industry Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 1302 1302 1302 1302 1302 1302 1302 

Ll -436.9 -598.4 -585.0 -416.7 -581.4 -413.7 -423.4 

chi2 908.4 585.4 612.2 948.8 619.4 954.8 935.3 

t statistics in parentheses 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 
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INTRODUCTION 

The study of CEOs and their effects on firm behavior or outcomes 

has been a popular form of study in both strategic management and 

international business. In this regard, research has been devoted towards 

investigating how organizational outcomes can be viewed as a 

representation of the values and cognitive bases of the dominant coalition in 

an organization (Carpenter et al., 2004; Hambrick & Mason, 1984). 

Although the majority of empirical research to date has been conducted 

following the assumption that organizations should be led by one individual 

at a time, meaning single CEOs (Fayol, 1949; Finkelstein et al., 2009), 

several firms have been found to be managed by co-CEOs. Scholars, in turn, 

have begun to investigate this understudied existence of co-CEOs, and their 

impact on organizational outcomes.  

Attitudes on the effectiveness of co-CEO leadership are fairly 

divided. Some scholars have argued for the negative effects of plural 

leadership (Krause et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2014) while others have 

advocated for its advantages (Arena et al., 2011; Arnone & Stumpf, 2009; 

Hunter et al., 2017). In addition to this, the occurrence of having more than 

one individual coexisting as CEOs in a firm has been found to have the 

potential of impacting the firm‘s decision making in modes that contrast to 

those of firms managed by single CEOs (Arena et al., 2011). Therefore, 

such conflicting views on the consequences of co-CEO leadership structures 
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can stem from the fact that these structures could lead to either advantages 

or disadvantages on the decision making processes of a firm. On the one 

hand, individuals can be limited with the skills and competencies required in 

running an organization, and implementation of the co-CEO structure could 

allow for a wider range of expertise (O'Toole et al., 2002; Pearce & Conger, 

2002). However, on the other hand, co-CEOs could lead to incoherent 

decision-making processes caused by coordination problems and conflicts 

(Hackman, 2002; Mintzberg, 1989). 

The present study proposes to consider and investigate how this 

different leadership structure can either strengthen or hinder the decision-

making process of firms in family business groups in regards to their 

internationalization strategies. Investigating which leadership structures 

benefit the internationalization strategies of family firms can be an 

important topic of interest because it has become a key growth strategy for 

family firms (Arregle, Duran, Hitt, & Van Essen, 2017; De Massis et al., 

2018; Kontinen & Ojala, 2010; Pukall & Calabrò, 2014). As the choice to 

internationalize is a myriad of factors that involve complexity and riskiness, 

but is crucial for the growth of the firm, more research into this topic has 

been called for (Kellermanns & Hoy, 2016). Furthermore, the conflict 

family firms face between their motivations of avoiding risky behavior to 

preserve ownership, but coincidently yearning to expand and grow abroad 

provides an interesting topic of research (Calabrò & Mussolino, 2013).  
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Although an extensive investigation on the internationalization of 

family firms has been carried out, much of the literature has focused on 

comparing family firms with non-family firms (De Massis et al., 2018). 

Some scholars have posited that family firms tend to internationalize less 

(Fernández & Nieto, 2006; Gomez‐Mejia et al., 2010) while other scholars 

have argued that family firms tend to internationalize more (Zahra, 2003). 

However, further arguments have developed to acknowledge that the more 

pressing issue to address lies not in the difference between family and non-

family firms but in the heterogeneity that is inherent among the types of 

family firms, and how these differences affect their internationalization 

strategies (Hennart, Majocchi, & Forlani, 2017; Pukall & Calabrò, 2014). 

Therefore I believe another important basis of heterogeneity within family 

firms could be through the different types of leadership structures that are 

used by these firms. 

This study proposes to help advance our understanding of the 

internationalization strategies carried out by family businesses by examining 

whether firms managed by co-CEOs lead to higher or lower levels of 

internationalization in comparison to those headed by single CEOs. I 

cultivate competing hypotheses which allow for the investigation into 

whether co-CEO structures either lead to more expertise and learning or 

coordination problems and conflict, whereby either higher or lower levels of 

internationalization is pursued in comparison to single CEOs. I further 
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examine how firms are affected by the different compositions and diversity 

of CEOs in the co-CEO leadership structures. This is because different 

compositions or levels of diversity have been theorized to impact the 

decision making processes of the firm in different ways (Cho & Hambrick, 

2006; Rodan & Galunic, 2004; Wiersema & Bantel, 1992). I first investigate 

the proportion of family CEOs in co-CEO structures, since the mixture of 

family and professional CEOs can impact how certain values or objectives 

are prioritized. I also investigate the diversity levels through the universities 

attended by the CEOs as this could lead to higher levels of information or 

problem-solving skills.  

To test for my theoretical perspectives, I utilize family-controlled 

firms in Korean business groups. This setting was adequate due to its even 

allocation of single CEO and co-CEO leadership structures in firms. This 

study provides significant contributions towards testing the phenomenon of 

co-CEO structures, and how this leadership structure can lead to the 

behavioral differences of firms utilizing this governance strategy. First, it 

contributes to the calls for phenomenon-based research in the field of 

international business (Doh, 2015). Empirical investigation on the 

phenomenon of co-CEO structures has been limited despite its wide 

prevalence in family firms. In addition to this, investigating the differences 

between single CEO and co-CEO structures allows us to examine further 

and understand how added human capital could have contributed or 
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diminished the growth of business groups in foreign markets. Second, the 

study proposes an alternative perspective to argue that factors other than 

objectives to preserve socioeconomic wealth could be affecting why family 

firms may internationalize more or less. Lastly, this study differentiates 

itself from the majority of previous literature which was conducted under 

the assumption of a single CEO structure (Finkelstein et al., 2009), by 

comparing the differences that are inherent within family firms     

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Consequences of co-CEO structures 

The opinions regarding co-CEO structures have received mix 

reviews both from the academic literature and the business press. Opponents 

of co-CEO structures have argued that the implementation of these 

structures can generate coordination problems and conflict (Hackman, 2002; 

Mintzberg, 1989). Early scholars in management also contended that 

organizations should be headed by one leader and adhere to the ―unity of 

command‖ whereby orders should be given by one leader (Anderson & 

Anthony, 1986; Boyd, 1995; Fayol, 1949). However, several scholars have 

challenged this view to support leadership in plural forms (Denis et al., 

2012). Several terms describing this concept have emerged which include 

―shared leadership‖ (Pearce & Conger, 2002), ―collective leadership‖ 

(Denis, Lamothe, & Langley, 2001); and ―distributed leadership‖ (Bolden, 
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2011). In this regard, researchers have begun to investigate the concept of 

co-CEOs which are viewed to be unique and different from co-leadership 

structures as they are established when more than one executive is 

collectively appointed as the top leaders in an organization which means 

they are appointed with a more equal basis of power (Gibeau et al., 2017; 

Krause et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2014). Therefore although limited, studies 

investigating the impacts of co-CEO structures have begun to emerge.  

The most popular variable investigated was deemed to be firm 

performance, whereby samples examining both publicly traded firms and 

family firms had been carried out. Arena et al., (2011) found that firms that 

employed co-CEO structures of leadership exhibited higher firm values in 

the form of market to book values and attributed this to the mutual 

monitoring that could ensue by the multiple CEOs. In addition to this, they 

theorized that the expertise of the CEOs complemented each other since 

90% of the co-CEOs in their sample exhibited complementarity in terms of 

education or job responsibilities. Krause et al., (2015) investigated how the 

power gaps between the co-CEOs could affect firm performance. They 

found that although increasing power gaps were associated with higher 

performance levels when these gaps became too wide, performance became 

negative. The authors, therefore, concluded that the benefits of the ―unity of 

command‖ principle were higher than the ―shared command‖ principle. 

Miller et al., (2014) investigated family firms and found that the 
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performance of professional CEOs worsened when they were teamed up 

with family CEOs as these CEOs could by different motivations. In addition 

to this, Arone & Stumpf, (2010) found that co-leadership could lead to faster 

firm growth due to the wider range of competencies that were available. 

Vieto (2015) also finds that having the co-CEO leadership structure 

improves firm performance, and suggests this may be why firms continue to 

use this structure despite it costing more. Lastly, Amore et al., (2017) 

investigated co-CEO leadership structures in the form of married couples 

and found they performed better than other family firms. 

Some other variables that were investigated included market 

reactions, IPO valuations, corporate social responsibility, and auditing 

charges. Studies found that the market generally reacted positively to co-

CEO announcements (Arena et al., 2011; Dennis et al., 2009). In addition to 

this, Cirillo et al., (2015) investigated IPO valuations and found that while 

powerful CEOs led to higher IPO valuations of firms, this effect was 

strengthened when the CEO was not in a co-CEO structure. The authors 

attributed this to the fact that co-CEO structures could cause confusion 

amongst the investors about who was in charge and found further evidence 

that family CEOs in single CEO structures also led to higher IPO valuations. 

Hasija et al., (2017) found that higher levels of corporate social 

responsibility was exhibited by firms led by co-CEO structures and 

attributed this to the more advantageous decision-making process of having 
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more than one individual serving as CEOs. Lastly, Choi et al., (2018) found 

that auditors charged less when firms were headed by co-CEOs. The authors 

attributed this effect to auditors spending less time auditing firms with co-

CEOs since the mutual monitoring carried out by the CEOs on each other 

led to lower levels of risk for an audit.      

Internationalization of family firms  

The internationalization of family firms has been an important and 

attractive topic of interest for scholars. This is because internationalization 

is viewed as an important strategy that contributes to the growth of family 

firms (De Massis et al., 2018). In addition to this, the high prevalence of 

family firms in the global landscape has led to them to generate 

approximately 70-90% of the global GDP (Family Firm Institute, 2017). As 

internationalization has become a key growth strategy for family firms, 

numerous studies investigating this area have emerged (Arregle et al., 2017; 

De Massis et al., 2018; Kontinen & Ojala, 2010; Pukall & Calabrò, 2014).  

While previous studies have extensively investigated the 

comparison between the internationalization levels of family firms and non-

family firms, scholars have been divided on their positions (De Massis et al., 

2018). Some scholars have posited that family firms tend to internationalize 

less (Fernández & Nieto, 2006; Gomez‐Mejia et al., 2010). Although several 

reasons could be associated with why family firms internationalize less, 
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studies have attributed their unwillingness to dilute ownership and concerns 

of losing control as a major motive (De Massis et al., 2018; Fernández & 

Nieto, 2005; Kellermanns & Hoy, 2016). Therefore, family firms have been 

found to sacrifice internationalization to sustain their power in regards to 

decision making (Bhaumik, Driffield, & Pal, 2010; Chen, Hsu, & Chang, 

2014; Gallo & Sveen, 1991).  In addition to this, they have also been viewed 

to prefer staying in their domestic markets where their strengths and social 

networks lie (Sciascia, Mazzola, Astrachan, & Pieper, 2012) in addition to 

avoiding risky strategy implementations (Gomez‐Mejia et al., 2010).  

However, a different school of scholars has argued that family firms 

tend to internationalize more (Zahra, 2003). These scholars have posited that 

if family firms view internationalization as a strategy that would benefit the 

organization in the long term, they may implement it (Zahra, 2003). 

Research has also found that the involvement of later generations leads to 

higher levels of internationalization (Fernández & Nieto, 2005; Okoroafo & 

Perryy, 2010).  

In addition to this, some scholars have found no difference in the 

levels of internationalization between family firms and non-family firms 

(Arregle et al., 2017; Kontinen & Ojala, 2010; Pukall & Calabrò, 2014). 

This has led to further arguments acknowledging that the more pressing 

issue to address lies not in the difference between family and non-family 
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firms but in the heterogeneity that is inherent among the types of family 

firms, and how these differences affect their internationalization strategies 

(Hennart et al., 2017; Pukall & Calabrò, 2014).     

Important differences found in family firms that have been 

investigated include ownership structures (Chrisman, Chua, & Sharma, 

2005), types of management (Shanker & Astrachan, 1996) and family 

influence (Astrachan, Klein, & Smyrnios, 2002b). In this regard, research 

investigating the levels of internationalization affected by types of 

management (Cerrato & Piva, 2012; Liang, Wang, & Cui, 2014), ownership 

structures (Pukall & Calabrò, 2014), and family influence (Arregle, Naldi, 

Nordqvist, & Hitt, 2012) within family firms have also been pursued.   

HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 

Co-CEO Structures and the propensity for higher levels of 

internationalization 

Although internationalization is viewed as a critical factor that 

contributes towards the growth of family firms (De Massis et al., 2018), 

previous research has utilized the socio-economic wealth perspective to 

explain why family firms are more motivated and likely to practice in their 

domestic markets. It has been argued that in order to preserve their socio-

economic wealth, family owners or managers prefer to avoid investments 
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that could be risky in international markets. In addition to this, they are seen 

to be limited in the financial capital required to expand abroad due to their 

unwillingness to dilute ownership (Anderson & Reeb, 2004).      

Departing from this perspective, whereby scholars have argued that 

family firms internationalize less to preserve their socio-economic wealth 

(Gomez-Mejia et al., 2010), the co-CEO arrangement could help firms 

overcome another problem associated with internationalization by family 

firms. This additional problem has stemmed from the lack of particular 

management skills and information which is required for 

internationalization. Additional managerial skills and expertise have been 

found to be beneficial when expanding to foreign markets as 

internationalization can be a complicated task due to the numerous 

challenges associated with learning new foreign cultures and differing 

consumer tastes, complying with demands from the government, finding 

local distributors, and more (Graves & Thomas, 2006). The international 

experience of the top management team has also been found to be helpful in 

regards to the internationalization of firms (Athanassiou & Nigh, 2000; 

Carpenter & Fredrickson, 2001; Sambharya, 1996). Therefore, the usage of 

multiple CEOs can be a way to acquire additional human capital as a 

resource. Consequently, firms can obtain supplementary expertise and 

knowledge which is required to assist firms in their decision-making skills, 

needed for expansion into new geographic markets. Past research has found 
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that the recruitment of professional managers to family firms can provide 

several benefits such as higher levels of expertise or knowledge (Di Giuli et 

al., 2011; Kraiczy et al., 2014; Mazzola et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2014), in 

addition to access to their networks which preside outside of the firm 

(Mazzola et al., 2013; Sciascia & Mazzola, 2008). In addition to this, 

previous research has found that managers with international experience 

hold unique capabilities that can be instrumental in assisting firms with 

internationalization (Tan & Meyer, 2010). These types of managers can be 

recruited to assist with firm internationalization.       

In addition to this, within the plural leadership literature, it has been 

suggested that co-CEOs with different expertise can allow for separate 

responsibilities and roles between the executives. For instance, plural 

leaders assuming separate roles for exploration and exploitation have been 

found to have higher levels of firm innovation (Hunter et al., 2017). 

Therefore, the co-CEO structure could allow affiliates to delegate 

international expansion strategies to managers who encompass the skills and 

capabilities required to carry out these roles. Based on these arguments, I 

propose affiliates with co-CEO leadership structures will be more capable 

than affiliates with single CEO leadership structures to engage in 

internationalization. This is because co-CEO leadership structures could 

help firms overcome previous problems which may have once hindered 

them from expanding abroad. Therefore I propose that firms with co-CEO 
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structures will internationalize more than firms with single CEO structures.   

Hypothesis 1: Affiliates with a co-CEO leadership structure are likely to 

have higher levels of internationalization in comparison to affiliates with a 

single CEO leadership structure   

Co-CEO structures and the propensity for lower levels of 

internationalization 

On the other hand, some scholars investigating co-CEO leadership 

structures have argued that having multiple leaders can be disadvantageous 

to an organization as it disrupts the ―unity of command‖ concept (Fayol, 

1949; Krause et al., 2015). Having multiple leaders can enhance confusion 

in the organization associated with the problems of who is in control and 

accountable for certain actions (Galbraith, 1977; O'Toole et al., 2002). In 

addition to this, it could further cause a number of added problems such as 

hindering the creation of a unified strategy (Charan & Colvin, 1999), 

diminishing the efforts of individuals (Aghion & Tirole, 1997), as well as 

making it easier for a leader to avoid responsibility (Abelson. 1999; Marcel, 

2009).  

Co-CEO leadership structures could also contribute to coordination 

problems and interpersonal conflict (Hackman, 2002; Mintzberg, 1989). 

This is because the strong egos and personalities of CEOs could lead to 

disagreements and rivalry between the CEOs and a competition for power 
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(O‘Toole et al., 2002). For instance, studies researching co-leadership such 

as CEO and COO partnerships have found that these relationships can be 

competitive and that there could be a contestation for power (Levinson, 

1993; Zhang, 2006). In addition to this, the co-CEOs could also find it 

difficult to compromise, leading to conflicted decision making (Tonks, 

2007).   

In accordance with these arguments, I believe the usage of co-CEO 

leadership structures could hinder the internationalization of affiliates in 

family business groups. In particular, having added leaders can lead to the 

diverse values and roles of the CEOs. This could contribute a negative effect 

to the firm as there could be a lack of cohesion within the top management 

due to the differing perceptions and values each CEO holds. This could 

foster conflict and delays in decision making regarding internationalization 

strategies. Therefore I propose that firms with co-CEO structures will 

internationalize less than firms with single CEO structures.   

Hypothesis 2: Affiliates with a co-CEO leadership structure are likely to 

have lower levels of internationalization in comparison to affiliates with a 

single CEO leadership structure   

The effect of co-CEO structures and their impact on levels of 

internationalization can also be affected by the different compositions and 

diversity of CEOs in the co-CEO leadership structures. These different types 
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of diversity are theorized to have differing impacts on the decision making 

processes of the firm. First, I investigate the proportion of family CEOs in 

co-CEO structures as the mixture of family and professional CEOs can 

impact how certain values or objectives are prioritized. Second, I investigate 

the diversity in universities attended by the CEOs as this could lead to 

higher levels of information and problem-solving skills.  

Characteristics of co-CEO structures and their impact on levels of 

internationalization 

Proportion of family member CEOs and internationalization  

Previous research has found family CEOs and professional CEOs to 

assume different identities in organizations. The identification of individuals 

with particular groups can, in turn, lead to differences in individual behavior 

(Stryker, 1980; Tajfel & Turner, 1979). In the case of family managers this 

can be due to them being more emotionally linked to their respective firms, 

and identifying more strongly with the organization to embrace certain 

objectives (Davis, et. al., 2000; Miller & Le Breton-Miller, 2005; Miller et. 

al., 2008). For instance, founder CEOs have often been seen to influence the 

identity of their firms (Dobrev & Barnett, 2005; Whetten, Foreman, & Dyer, 

2014), as their vision is what drives the development of their firms (Baron, 

Hannan, & Burton, 2001).  

In addition to this, family managers and professional managers have 
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been found to hold different strategic preferences (Tretbar, Reimer, & 

Schäffer, 2016). For instance, family managers are seen to emphasize 

certain values and objectives professional managers would not view as 

priorities (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2011). Furthermore, studies have found 

professional managers to make decisions that would benefit them 

individually (Huybrechts, Voordeckers, & Lybaert, 2013; McConaughy, 

2000; Minichilli, Corbetta, & MacMillan, 2010; Yang, 2010). Professional 

managers have also be found to conduct their decisions based more on 

economic rationales (Casillas, Moreno, & Barbero, 2011; Dekker, Lybaert, 

Steijvers, & Depaire, 2015; Sirmon, Arregle, Hitt, & Webb, 2008; 

Stockmans, Lybaert, & Voordeckers, 2010). 

In this regard, different mixtures of family and professional 

managers in the co-CEO structures could lead to further conflict between 

the individuals. This conflict can be caused by the difference in values that 

are present between family and professional managers, due to their varying 

identification, preferences, and motivations within the organization. The 

differences present in their roles and objectives in the organization could 

foster conflict and lower cohesion among individuals (Williams & O'Reilly, 

1998). In addition to this, the mixture of family CEOs and professional 

CEOs could also be a source of conflict as studies have shown that their 

relationship could result in them separating into two factional groups 

(Minichilli et al., 2010). These factional groups could lead to lower levels of 
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cooperation and prohibit optimal decision making (Minichilli et al., 2010). 

Therefore, the conflict between family and professional managers could lead 

to a slower decision making process among the co-CEOs as there could be 

disagreements on how and where to implement internationalization 

strategies, thereby leading to less internationalization.  

Furthermore, as the proportion of family CEOs increases, this could 

also lead to higher levels of communication between the owning family and 

management which could facilitate better decision making in the firm (De 

Massis, Kotlar, Campopiano, & Cassia, 2013). As family members trust one 

another more than they would non-family members, this trust could aid in 

effective communication (Livingston, 2007). Therefore I argue that having a 

higher proportion of family members in the co-CEO structure would lead to 

more cohesive strategies among the CEOs as they would have more similar 

objectives on how to carry out their business objectives. I also argue that 

this would lead to more efficient forms of decision making due to the higher 

levels of communication and trust among the CEOs. Therefore I propose 

that firms with a higher proportion of family members in their co-CEO 

structures will internationalize more.  

Hypothesis 3: Among affiliates with co-CEO structures, a higher proportion 

of family member CEOs are likely to lead to higher levels of 

internationalization   
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Diversity of universities attended and internationalization  

 Studies on top management teams have found heterogeneity to have 

a positive effect on firm performance for a variety of reasons (Finkelstein et 

al., 2009). Their diversity has been found to induce a more rigorous process 

of strategy formulation (Finkelstein & Hambrick, 1996), contribute towards 

higher quality decisions, and allow access to unique information (Ancona & 

Caldwell, 1992; Jackson, 1992). This is due to the wider breadth of 

knowledge, perspectives, experiences, and capabilities available to team 

members (Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2002; Wiersema & Bantel, 1992). The 

additional cognitive resources can lead to teams being better equipped in 

creating strategic alternatives when faced with changing environments 

(Bantel & Jackson, 1989; Rodan & Galunic, 2004). Other advantages of 

group heterogeneity that have been found include the creation of alternative 

solutions to problems (Bantel & Jackson, 1989; Ely & Thomas, 2001; 

Wanous & Youtz, 1986), which leads to a higher level of problem-solving 

skills (Hambrick, Cho, & Chen, 1996). Past research has also found that 

teams that are more diverse can be helpful in that it can lead to better 

capabilities that can help carry out strategic change (Hambrick & Mason, 

1984) 

The concept of co-CEO structures with diverse university 

background is comparable to that of heterogeneous top management teams. 

Individuals are seen to be shaped by the environments they are exposed to, 
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such as the society in which they grew up (Murray, 1989). Therefore, CEOs 

who attended the same university can be seen to hold similar values to each 

other since they have been exposed to the same environment (Murray, 

1989). Heterogeneous groups have also been found to challenge and discuss 

each other‘s ideas (Schweiger, Sandberg, & Rechner, 1989), which leads to 

greater problem-solving skills.  

In accordance with the arguments above, I theorize that the 

diversity of universities attended by the co-CEOs will bring with it benefits 

to internationalization. As there are many obstacles and problems associated 

with entering foreign markets, and operating abroad, I argue that the 

advantages associated with heterogeneous groups will allow for higher 

levels of internationalization. Co-CEO structures with higher diversity 

levels will have better problem-solving skills, and be able to react quickly to 

any environmental challenges or changes they may have to face in regards 

to internationalization. Therefore, I posit that a higher level of diversity in 

the universities attended by the co-CEOs could lead to more information 

and better problem-solving skills which can lead to more 

internationalization.   

Hypothesis 4: Among affiliates with co-CEO structures, a higher diversity of 

universities attended by the CEOs are likely to lead to higher levels of 

internationalization   
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METHOD 

Sample and data collection 

I restricted my sample to investigate the top 30 business groups on 

the list of ―large business groups‖ compiled by the Fair Trade Commission 

(FTC) of the Korean government. I further compiled a list of the affiliates 

that were associated with these business groups. I only included firms that 

were publicly listed on the Korean stock exchange (KOSPI), and excluded 

financial and insurance companies. My final dataset consists of 1421 firm-

year observations for 142 firms between 2001 and 2014.   

Measures 

Internationalization For the measures of internationalization, I 

utilized two variables. First, the number of foreign subsidiaries each firm 

had was used. These foreign subsidiaries were those made in the form of 

foreign direct investments. My second variable was the number of countries 

each firm had expanded into through foreign direct investments. Data on 

foreign direct investments was obtained through a survey carried out by the 

Korea Trade Promotion Corporation (KOTRA). The survey which is called 

the ―Overseas Korean Business Directory‖ offers detailed information in 

regards to the foreign subsidiaries of Korean firms. This information 

contains data such as subsidiary types (productions, sales, and service 

subsidiaries), entry modes (wholly-owned subsidiaries and joint ventures), 
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host country locations, and the establishment years of foreign operations  

Co-CEO structure My main independent variable was coded as a 

binary variable whereby co-CEO structures were categorized as (1), and 

single CEO structures were categorized as (0). The annual reports of all the 

companies in my sample were cross-referenced with the database compiled 

by the Korea Investors Service (KIS) to check the executives that were 

listed as ―Chief Executive Officer‖. If companies had more than one 

individual that held the title and position as ―Chief Executive Officer,‖ they 

were considered to hold a co-CEO structure.   

Number of CEOs As multiple forms of co-CEO structures existed 

within the sample, further categorizations were needed. Therefore, I counted 

for the number of CEOs that existed within the firms. Approximately 52% 

of group-affiliated companies were led by co-CEOs. Among firms with co-

CEO structures, 59.59% of the observations were led by two co-CEOs, 

29.46% by three co-CEOs, 8.92% by four co- CEOs and 2.03% by five co-

CEOs (cases with more than five co-CEOs were dropped to control for 

extreme observations).    

Proportion of family members As characteristics of co-CEO 

structures existed within the sample, further subsample analysis on only the 

co-CEO structures was carried out. Therefore, I counted for the number of 

family CEOs that existed within the co-CEO structures and divided them by 
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the total number of co-CEOs in the firms. The information on family CEOs 

was readily available in the annual reports due to the disclosure requirement 

for family members by the government. 

Diversity in universities To investigate the diversity of the co-CEO 

structures, I investigated the universities attended by the CEOs. In 

accordance with group diversity research, diversity was measured by 

calculating the Blau index (Nielsen, 2010). In order to calculate the Blau 

index, I first categorized all the different universities that the CEOs in my 

sample had attended. The Blau index was calculated as B = , 

whereby p was the proportion of CEOs with the ith university category 

(Blau, 1977). The closer this value, the Blau index was to 1, the higher the 

level of diversity in terms of universities attended by the co-CEOs.   

CEO level controls. Research within the stream of international 

business has suggested that internationalization is affected by individual 

characteristics of CEOs. I follow prior studies which show that the 

international experience of a CEO can also impact internationalization and 

control for this as well (Herrmann & Datta, 2006; Sambharya, 1996). 

Therefore, CEO international experience was coded as a dummy variable 

whereby CEOs with an international education was coded as (1) and those 

without were coded as (0). In addition to this, I follow previous studies and 

control for the CEO age because younger executives were found to exhibit 
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higher levels of internationalization (Herrmann & Datta, 2005). I further 

control for CEO tenure, which is calculated as the number of years worked 

as a CEO in the company. This is because CEOs with longer tenure have 

been found to avoid taking risks, implementing change, and 

internationalized less (Finkelstein & Hambrick, 1990; Herrmann & Datta, 

2005). For firms with co-CEO structures, the average age of the CEOs, and 

the average tenure of the CEOs were calculated.  

Family level controls. As family characteristics have been found to 

have a considerable impact on internationalization, I controlled for the 

following variables. First, since the differences between family and 

professional CEOs have been found to affect the levels of 

internationalization (Kraus, Mensching, Calabrò, Cheng, & Filser, 2016), I 

also included a dummy variable depicting the family CEO presence. I 

followed Miller et al., (2014) whereby he used this method to capture the 

presence of professional CEOs, but instead of professional CEOs applied 

the coding to family CEOs. In addition to this, I also controlled for family 

stock ownership (Zahra, 2003).  

CEO transition controls. Furthermore, as co-CEO structures were 

sometimes implemented during a transition period from one CEO to 

another, I also included CEO succession controls. This was, due to the short 

tenures of the CEOs. Therefore I included a CEO succession dummy to 

depict whether a CEO succession had taken place that year or not. The 
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dummy variable was coded as (1) if a new CEO had been added to the co-

CEO structure, or if a CEO had been taken away from the co-CEO structure 

or the CEO had changed in the single CEO structure.  

Firm level controls. Research examining internationalization has 

suggested that various firm characteristics lead to higher levels of 

internationalization. Therefore, I controlled for various important firm 

characteristics that could affect the levels of internationalization. I 

controlled firm performance (measured as return on assets), firm age (years 

since founding), firm size (measured as the log of total sales), firm liquidity 

(measured as the debt-equity ratio), and the firm R&D expenditure intensity. 

Furthermore, I included year fixed effects due to the unbalanced 

panel set with CEOs beginning their tenure at different times within the 

sample period. In addition to this, dummy variables were included to control 

for business group effects. This was because business groups have been 

known to have different characteristics and styles of leadership from each 

other. Therefore this could lead to the unobservable group effects, which 

could potentially impact the group‘s internationalization strategies. 

Furthermore, I included industry dummies as well because certain industries 

have been found to internationalize more than others (Gomes & 

Ramaswamy, 1999), and they have also been found to use different modes 

of internationalization (Brouthers & Brouthers, 2003).   
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Analytical approach  

To analyze the internationalization strategies of the firms in my 

sample, I utilized a panel regression model with the business group, year, 

and industry dummies. In addition to this, firm level fixed effects were also 

included. I implemented firm level fixed effects in order to control for the 

potential selection bias, which may occur due to single CEO structures and 

co-CEO structures being used by firms with certain characteristics that may 

also influence internationalization levels. Utilization of firm fixed effects 

allowed me to investigate for the variation that occurred within each firm 

depending on whether a single CEO structure was implemented or a co-

CEO structure was implemented.     

I further implemented several robustness checks to validate my 

results. All independent variables and control variables were lagged by one 

year to control for potential endogeneity issues. Furthermore, in order to 

limit the influence of extreme observations firm level controls were 

windsorized at the 1% and 99% levels (Dixon, 1960).     

Lastly, in order to investigate the characteristics of the co-CEO 

structures, additional analysis on a subsample with only co-CEO structures 

was implemented.   
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RESULTS 

Table B1 reports the descriptive statistics for all variables regarding 

my hypotheses on single CEO and co-CEO structures on the 

internationalization of firms, whereas Table B2 presents the correlations 

among all the variables. While the majority of the correlations in this sample 

were at a moderate range, there were a few variables that were highly 

correlated. Therefore I calculated the variance inflation factor (VIF) to 

check for multicollinearity. All VIFs were less than the value of five, which 

is less than the recommended value of ten (Neter et al., 1990). Therefore 

multicollinearity was not deemed an issue in this sample.    

 

── Insert Table B1 about here ── 

 

 

── Insert Table B2 about here ── 

 

 

Table B3 presents my results regarding my first two hypotheses. 

Models 1 and 2 are results using the dependent variable number of foreign 

subsidiaries, whereas Models 3 and 4 are results using the dependent 

variable number of countries each firm had expanded into through FDIs. 

Hypothesis 1 argued that co-CEO structures would lead to higher levels of 
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internationalization, while hypothesis 2 argued that co-CEO structures 

would lead to lower levels of internationalization. Table B3 confirms that 

hypothesis 2 was supported as internationalization levels were significantly 

lower for co-CEO structures, as shown in Model 1 & Model 3. Furthermore, 

the number of CEOs was also shown to lower levels of internationalization, 

as shown in Model 2 & Model 4.  

 

── Insert Table B3 about here ── 

 

Further subsample analysis using only co-CEO structures on the 

internationalization of firms was also conducted to investigate how the 

characteristics of the co-CEO structures further impacted 

internationalization levels. Table B4 reports the descriptive statistics for 

only co-CEO structures, while Table B5 reports the correlation coefficients. 

Additional variables that were tested included the proportion of family 

CEOs and diversity in universities attended by the CEOs.  

 

── Insert Table B4 about here ── 
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── Insert Table B5 about here ── 

 

The results of the subsample analysis on co-CEO structures are 

presented in Table B6 and Table B7. Table B6 are results using the 

dependent variable number of foreign subsidiaries in the form of FDIs, 

while Table B7 are results using the dependent variable number of countries 

each firm had expanded into through FDIs.  

 

── Insert Table B6 about here ── 

 

── Insert Table B7 about here ── 

 

Hypothesis 3 argued that a higher proportion of family members in 

the co-CEO structure would lead to more cohesive strategies among the 

CEOs and lead to higher levels of internationalization. The results show that 

firms with a higher proportion of family CEOs were found to 

internationalize more both in terms of the number of foreign subsidiaries, in 

addition to the number of countries expanded to as shown in Table B6 

Model 1 and Table B7 Model 1. Both of these results were strongly 
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significant, therefore hypothesis 3 was supported. 

Hypothesis 4 argued that firms with co-CEOs that had a high 

diversity in the universities attended would have higher levels of 

information and problem-solving skills, allowing them to internationalize 

more. The results showed that co-CEOs with a higher diversity of 

universities attended were found to internationalize more both in terms of 

foreign subsidiaries and the number of countries expanded to. These results 

are shown in Table B6 Model 2 and Table B7 Model 2. These results were 

also statistically significant, providing support for hypothesis 5. These 

results also stayed the same when both variables were run in the same 

model, as shown in Table B6 Model 3 and Table B7 Model 3.  

DISCUSSION 

Although the internationalization of family firms has been a heavily 

researched topic, less attention has been paid to the differences within 

family firms. The present study proposed to consider another basis of 

heterogeneity within family firms and investigate the different types of 

leadership structures. By looking at the contrast between single CEO and 

co-CEO structures, the present study discovered that family firms could 

exhibit lower levels of internationalization due to reasons other than 

preserving their socio-economic wealth. The present study found empirical 

support that co-CEO leadership structures could lead to higher levels of 
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conflict, leading to lower levels of internationalization. In addition to this, 

further differences among the co-CEO structures were also investigated to 

examine how this impacted internationalization. The analysis on a 

subsample of only co-CEOs showed that having a higher proportion of 

family members aligned goals and objectives, leading to higher levels of 

internationalization. In addition to this, co-CEOs with a higher diversity in 

universities attended also led to higher levels of internationalization. 

Investigating these differences between single CEO and co-CEO leadership 

structures allowed for a more detailed distinction within family firms. It also 

allowed us to investigate whether added human capital contributes or 

diminishes the growth of business groups into foreign markets.    

Future studies could extend the research in several ways. While this 

study focused on the heterogeneity of affiliates of family business groups by 

investigating the difference between single CEO and co-CEO structures, I 

did not account for the further differences that could exist among the family 

CEOs. For instance, much of the literature on the internationalization of 

family firms have found family CEOs to internationalize less than 

professional CEOs in order to preserve their socio-economic wealth. 

However, a subsample analysis investigating the different types of family 

CEOs within the single CEO structure has found that although this was also 

the case for affiliates in Korean family business groups, there was a 

difference when comparing certain types of family members. To be more 
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specific, comparing the internationalization strategies for firstborn CEOs 

and laterborn CEOs showed that laterborn CEOs were found to 

internationalize more than firstborn CEOs. This could be due to the risk-

taking personality that is inherent within laterborn CEOs (Campbell, Jeong, 

& Graffin, 2018). Therefore, further segmentation of the family CEOs in 

single CEO structures or co-CEO structures by characteristics that include 

the generation and birth orders could lead to more interesting areas to 

investigate.  

Furthermore, additional variants of the diversity variable among co-

CEOs could be investigated. For instance, previous research has found the 

education of managers to impact the behavior of organizations (Finkelstein 

et al., 2009). CEOs with higher education levels have been found to be more 

innovative. However, different levels in education among the co-CEOs 

could lead to higher levels of conflict and rivalry. This assumption is 

supported by the preliminary stages of analysis that was conducted whereby 

it was found that co-CEOs that had a high diversity in education level were 

found to internationalize less both in terms of foreign subsidiaries and the 

number of countries expanded to. 

In addition to this, all FDIs or countries whereby FDIs were 

established were classified as the same. However, it would also be 

interesting to investigate whether differences existed among the types of 

foreign markets that were entered. The different types of foreign markets 
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could include developed markets and emerging markets, which would lead 

to a difference in why firms were expanding abroad. For instance, firms 

could be market seeking, asset seeking, or technology seeking. Lastly, my 

subsample analysis provided some interesting results as depending on the 

characteristics of the co-CEO structures, internationalization strategies 

differed. Other characteristics of the co-CEO structures that could be 

examined include the distinction between family member CEOs (i.e., 

generation differences), functional differences and skills, and job specialties.  
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TABLES 

[Table B1] Descriptive Statistics (Full Sample)   

Variables Mean S.D. Min Max 

(1) No. of Foreign Subsidiaries 7.91 15.36 0 113 

(2) No. of Countries 5.43 9.18 0 67 

(3) Co-CEO Structure 0.52 0.5 0 1 

(4) Number of CEOs 1.8 0.93 1 5 

(5) CEO International Education 0.42 0.49 0 1 

(6) Average CEO Tenure 3.39 2.13 1 12 

(7) Average CEO Age 57.13 4.61 38 75 

(8) Family CEO Presence  0.42 0.49 0 1 

(9) Family Stock Ownership 15.47 18.09 0 90 

(10) CEO Succession  0.29 0.45 0 1 

(11) Firm Performance (ROA) 0.04 0.06 -0.24 0.2 

(12) Firm Age 2.72 0.92 0 3.99 

(13) Firm Size (Sales) 14.12 1.54 9.71 17.57 

(14) Firm R&D Intensity 0.68 1.3 0 8.01 

(15) Firm Leverage 4.62 0.9 1.33 6.9 

(16) Year 2008.32 3.98 2001 2014 

(17) Group 13.9 8.33 1 30 

(18) Industry 5.45 3.28 3 18 
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[Table B2] Pearson Correlation Coefficients (Full Sample)   

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

(1) No. of Foreign Subsidiaries 1 
              

 
 

(2) No. of Countries 0.98 1 
             

 
 

(3) Co-CEO Structure 0.06 0.06 1 
            

 
 

(4) Number of CEOs 0.10 0.10 0.82 1 
           

 
 

(5) CEO International Education 0.06 0.06 0.54 0.48 1 
          

 
 

(6) Average CEO Tenure 0.07 0.07 0.20 0.15 0.24 1 
         

 
 

(7) Average CEO Age 0.12 0.13 0.07 0.07 -0.04 0.31 1 
        

 
 

(8) Family CEO Presence  0.04 0.03 0.65 0.58 0.62 0.30 0.04 1 
       

 
 

(9) Family Stock Ownership -0.20 -0.21 0.20 0.14 0.15 0.19 0.1 0.29 1 
      

 
 

(10) CEO Succession  0.02 0.03 0.19 0.22 0.07 -0.33 -0.1 0.06 -0.01 1 
     

 
 

(11) Firm Performance (ROA) 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.08 0.01 0.05 0.04 -0.02 1 
    

 
 

(12) Firm Age 0.04 0.06 0.15 0.14 0.06 0.23 0.08 0.15 0.16 0.01 -0.08 1 

   

 

 
(13) Firm Size (Sales) 0.55 0.58 0.17 0.22 0.07 0.05 0.1 0.09 -0.29 0.06 0.15 0.03 1 

  
 

 
(14) Firm R&D Intensity 0.27 0.27 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.03 -0.05 -0.05 -0.14 0.00 0.02 0.09 0.23 1 

 
 

 
(15) Firm Leverage 0.10 0.12 -0.04 0.00 -0.07 -0.19 -0.07 -0.11 -0.21 0.06 -0.37 -0.07 0.30 -0.05 1   

(16) Year 0.08 0.10 -0.02 -0.07 0.07 0.38 0.13 0.02 -0.04 0.01 -0.04 0.03 0.06 0.05 -0.15 1 
 

(17) Group 0.07 0.10 0.11 0.04 0.11 0.09 0.00 0.10 -0.01 0.00 -0.03 0.03 0.02 -0.12 0.02 0.03 1 

(18) Industry -0.08 -0.09 0.00 -0.05 0.07 0.01 -0.10 -0.04 0.19 0.00 0.03 -0.05 -0.26 -0.20 -0.19 0.15 -0.02 
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[Table B3] Panel Regression Analysis on Single CEO and Co-CEO 

Structures on Internationalization (Full Sample) 

 
 No. of Foreign Subsidiaries No. of Countries 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

     

CEO International Education -0.364 -0.379 -0.105 -0.113 

 (-1.47) (-1.53) (-0.59) (-0.64) 

Average CEO Tenure 0.00193 0.000252 -0.0385 -0.0399 

 (0.04) (0.00) (-1.06) (-1.10) 

Average CEO Age 0.0596
**

 0.0562
**

 0.0347
**

 0.0319
*
 

 (2.52) (2.39) (2.05) (1.90) 

CEO Succession  -0.0217 -0.0195 -0.0664 -0.0611 

 (-0.13) (-0.11) (-0.55) (-0.50) 

Family CEO Presence  0.395 0.364 0.257 0.238 

 (1.37) (1.27) (1.25) (1.17) 

Family Stock Ownership -0.00754 -0.00827 -0.000381 -0.00113 

 (-0.67) (-0.74) (-0.05) (-0.14) 

Firm Performance (ROA) -0.356 -0.293 -0.391 -0.343 

 (-0.25) (-0.21) (-0.38) (-0.34) 

Firm Age 0.262 0.258 0.407
**

 0.402
**

 

 (1.00) (0.98) (2.16) (2.14) 

Firm Size (Sales) 0.231 0.228 0.316
***

 0.314
***

 

 (1.40) (1.38) (2.68) (2.67) 

Firm R&D Intensity 0.0995 0.0955 0.0912 0.0878 

 (0.98) (0.94) (1.25) (1.21) 

Firm Leverage -0.102 -0.103 -0.124 -0.126 

 (-0.62) (-0.63) (-1.06) (-1.08) 

Co-CEO Structure -0.512
**

  -0.445
***

  

 (-2.15)  (-2.61)  

Number of CEOs  -0.249
*
  -0.232

**
 

  (-1.95)  (-2.53) 

Constant -0.129 0.394 -2.088 -1.623 

 (-0.05) (0.15) (-1.13) (-0.88) 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Group dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 1421 1421 1421 1421 

R
2
 0.277 0.277 0.304 0.304 

t statistics in parentheses 
*
 p < 0.10, 

**
 p < 0.05, 

***
 p < 0.01 
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[Table B4] Descriptive Statistics (Subsample) 

Variables Mean S.D. Min Max 

(1) No. of Foreign Subsidiaries 8.72 15 0 113 

(2) No. of Countries 5.94 8.93 0 67 

(3) Proportion of Family CEOs 0.34 0.25 0 1 

(4) University Diversity 0.66 0.31 0 0.94 

(5) CEO International Education 0.68 0.47 0 1 

(6) Average CEO Tenure 3.81 2.19 1 12 

(7) Average CEO Age 57.46 4.4 44 72 

(8) Family CEO Presence  0.73 0.44 0 1 

(9) Family Stock Ownership 18.88 17.98 0 90 

(10) CEO Succession  0.37 0.48 0 1 

(11) Firm Performance (ROA) 0.04 0.06 -0.24 0.2 

(12) Firm Age 2.85 0.89 0 3.99 

(13) Firm Size (Sales)  14.37 1.5 9.71 17.57 

(14) Firm R&D Intensity  0.73 1.31 0 8.01 

(15) Firm Leverage 4.58 0.92 1.33 6.9 

(16) Year 2008.26 3.94 2001 2014 

(17) Group 14.74 8.65 1 30 

(18) Industry 5.45 3.39 3 14 
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[Table B5] Pearson Correlation Coefficients (Subsample) 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

(1) No. of Foreign Subsidiaries 1 

             

  

 
(2) No. of Countries 0.98 1 

            

  

 
(3) Proportion of Family CEOs -0.04 -0.03 1 

           

  

 
(4) University Diversity 0.06 0.06 -0.03 1 

          

  

 
(5) CEO International Education 0.04 0.04 0.40 0.12 1 

         

  

 
(6) Average CEO Tenure 0.09 0.08 0.25 0.01 0.17 1 

        

  

 
(7) Average CEO Age 0.11 0.11 -0.06 0.03 -0.15 0.37 1 

       

  

 
(8) Family CEO Presence  -0.02 -0.04 0.84 -0.01 0.42 0.24 0.01 1 

      

  

 
(9) Family Stock Ownership -0.25 -0.26 0.17 -0.06 0.05 0.21 0.10 0.17 1 

     

  

 
(10) CEO Succession  -0.01 0.00 -0.13 -0.01 -0.04 -0.32 -0.13 -0.07 -0.08 1 

    

  

 
(11) Firm Performance (ROA) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.01 0.07 0.02 0.08 0.03 -0.01 1 

   

  

 
(12) Firm Age 0.09 0.10 0.09 -0.11 0.02 0.28 0.08 0.09 0.22 -0.03 -0.06 1 

  

  

 
(13) Firm Size (Sales)  0.54 0.59 -0.08 -0.08 -0.02 -0.01 0.08 -0.05 -0.47 0.02 0.16 -0.06 1     

(14) Firm R&D Intensity  0.32 0.32 -0.06 0.02 0.04 -0.02 -0.12 -0.12 -0.17 0.00 0.03 0.1 0.22 1 
  

 
(15) Firm Leverage 0.09 0.11 -0.15 -0.08 -0.10 -0.28 -0.03 -0.16 -0.36 0.1 -0.44 -0.09 0.29 -0.03 1  

 
(16) Year 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.53 0.15 0.03 -0.04 -0.03 -0.04 0.04 0.00 0.03 -0.2 1 

 
(17) Group 0.13 0.16 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.00 0.05 0.03 -0.02 0.04 0.08 0.07 -0.12 -0.04 -0.02 1 

(18) Industry -0.13 -0.16 -0.06 0.06 0.12 0.08 -0.02 -0.03 0.34 -0.01 0.06 0.08 -0.37 -0.16 -0.37 0.15 -0.04 
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[Table B6] Panel Regression Analysis on Co-CEO Characteristics and 

Internationalization (Subsample) 

 No. of Foreign Subsidiaries 

 (1) (2) (3) 

    

CEO International Education -0.790** -0.735* -0.749** 

 (-2.10) (-1.93) (-1.99) 

Average CEO Tenure -0.226** -0.203** -0.219** 

 (-2.26) (-2.01) (-2.19) 

Average CEO Age 0.109** 0.0999** 0.117*** 

 (2.43) (2.21) (2.61) 

CEO Succession  -0.0360 -0.145 -0.0719 

 (-0.14) (-0.57) (-0.28) 

Family CEO Presence  -1.554** 0.301 -1.584** 

 (-2.45) (0.71) (-2.50) 

Family Stock Ownership -0.00152 -0.00106 -0.00128 

 (-0.09) (-0.06) (-0.08) 

Firm Performance (ROA) -0.916 -1.055 -0.866 

 (-0.34) (-0.39) (-0.32) 

Firm Age -0.426 -0.413 -0.492 

 (-0.89) (-0.85) (-1.03) 

Firm Size (Sales) 0.317 0.352 0.374 

 (1.40) (1.53) (1.64) 

Firm R&D Intensity 0.336* 0.311* 0.339** 

 (1.96) (1.80) (1.99) 

Firm Leverage 0.240 0.155 0.238 

 (0.93) (0.60) (0.93) 

Proportion of Family CEOs 4.365***  4.277*** 

 (4.04)  (3.97) 

University Diversity  1.423** 1.341** 

  (2.42) (2.31) 

Constant -3.777 -4.162 -5.683 

 (-0.91) (-0.97) (-1.34) 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes 

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes 

Group dummies Yes Yes Yes 

Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 740 740 740 

R
2
 0.358 0.347 0.364 

t statistics in parentheses 
*
 p < 0.10, 

**
 p < 0.05, 

***
 p < 0.01 
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[Table B7] Panel Regression Analysis on Co-CEO Characteristics and 

Internationalization (Subsample) 

 No. of Countries 

 (1) (2) (3) 

    

CEO International Education -0.453* -0.416 -0.427* 

 (-1.81) (-1.65) (-1.71) 

Average CEO Tenure -0.237*** -0.220*** -0.232*** 

 (-3.57) (-3.28) (-3.50) 

Average CEO Age 0.0713** 0.0638** 0.0763** 

 (2.39) (2.12) (2.56) 

CEO Succession  -0.115 -0.192 -0.138 

 (-0.69) (-1.13) (-0.82) 

Family CEO Presence  -1.191*** 0.173 -1.209*** 

 (-2.83) (0.62) (-2.88) 

Family Stock Ownership 0.00653 0.00685 0.00669 

 (0.61) (0.63) (0.62) 

Firm Performance (ROA) -1.703 -1.810 -1.672 

 (-0.95) (-1.00) (-0.93) 

Firm Age -0.305 -0.289 -0.347 

 (-0.96) (-0.89) (-1.09) 

Firm Size (Sales) 0.379** 0.399*** 0.415*** 

 (2.52) (2.60) (2.75) 

Firm R&D Intensity 0.240** 0.222* 0.242** 

 (2.12) (1.93) (2.14) 

Firm Leverage 0.0309 -0.0312 0.0297 

 (0.18) (-0.18) (0.17) 

Proportion of Family CEOs 3.192***  3.136*** 

 (4.45)  (4.39) 

University Diversity  0.907** 0.847** 

  (2.32) (2.20) 

Constant -3.807 -3.896 -5.012* 

 (-1.38) (-1.37) (-1.78) 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes 

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes 

Group dummies Yes Yes Yes 

Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 740 740 740 

R
2
 0.387 0.387 0.387 

t statistics in parentheses 
*
 p < 0.10, 

**
 p < 0.05, 

***
 p < 0.01 
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CHAPTER 4:  

OVERALL CONCLUSION 
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SUMMARY 

This dissertation aimed to investigate the differences between single 

CEO and co-CEO leadership structures in family business groups. To be 

more specific, I first examined which characteristics were likely to lead to 

firms employing the co-CEO leadership structure (Chapter 2). I investigated 

which conditions led firms to use these co-CEO structures in order to 

capitalize on the several advantages it could bring. However, I also 

discovered that the conditions which led to the usage of co-CEO structures 

were contingent on another factor. In particular, I analyzed the types of 

CEOs that were more likely to be partnered or teamed into co-CEO 

structures. I found that family CEOs were more likely than professional 

CEOs to be placed into co-CEO leadership structures. This effect was 

explained through the arguments that although family CEOs could 

experience the various benefits of this shared form of leadership, 

professional CEOs could actually be disadvantaged. I then investigated how 

affiliates in family business groups were more likely to use co-CEO 

structures as their organization evolved and grew more complex in order to 

gain further managerial expertise and separate roles. Lastly, I discovered 

that both of these effects were weakened as the level of family ownership in 

the affiliate increased.  

My second study was focused on the consequences of this form of 
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leadership, whereby I investigated how single CEO and co-CEO leadership 

structures led to the behavioral differences between firms (Chapter 3). As 

scholars investigating the co-CEO phenomenon have been conflicted on 

whether these structures are beneficial or detrimental to firms, I was able to 

examine how these different leadership structures affected the decision-

making process of firms in regard to internationalization. By cultivating 

competing hypotheses, I examined how co-CEO leadership structures could 

either lead to lower or higher levels of internationalization. I first theorized 

that co-CEO structures could be an arrangement that allows firms to add 

managerial skills and expertise which could support the task of 

internationalization. I countered this argument through the disruption in the 

―unity of command‖ concept, whereby having multiple leaders could lead to 

confusion and conflict in the organization and decision-making processes 

could be delayed. Through the investigation of these competing arguments, I 

found support for the latter, in that co-CEO structures led to lower levels of 

internationalization. Furthermore, I also attempted at taking a closer look at 

the composition of co-CEO structures to investigate how their different 

characteristics could also impact internationalization strategies. I theorized 

how co-CEO structures with higher family CEO proportions would have 

more cohesive strategies as their values would align with each other, and 

therefore lead to higher levels of internationalization. In addition to this, I 

investigated how the diversity in university backgrounds of the CEOs could 
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lead to higher levels of problem-solving skills and information, which could 

also lead to higher levels of internationalization.   

The empirical analysis conducted on top 30 business groups on the 

list of ―large business groups‖ compiled by the Fair Trade Commission 

(FTC) of the Korean government provided substantial support for the 

arguments made in both studies. Family business groups provided an 

appropriate context to investigate this phenomenon on co-CEO leadership 

structures. This was because co-CEO leadership structures were found to be 

much more prominent in family firms compared to public firms. In addition 

to this, the distribution of single CEO structures and co-CEO structures was 

evenly allocated within the business groups.  

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

This dissertation aimed to investigate the prevalent but understudied 

phenomenon of co-CEO leadership structures in family business groups and 

how they differed from firms headed by single CEOs. However, as an 

abundance of research avenues in regards to co-CEO structures remain 

unexplored, there is still much to be examined. This has left many prospects 

and directions future studies can take for further investigation. Therefore, I 

have classified the avenues of future research that could be conducted into 

three broad categories.  
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Antecedents and consequences of co-CEO leadership structures 

The two empirical studies in this dissertation focused on the 

differences of single CEO and co-CEO leadership structures in family 

business groups. Although co-CEO structures are not a common form of 

leadership in large publicly traded corporations, it is still prevalent in many 

other contexts such as family businesses and startups. Furthermore, the 

academic literature remains conflicted on whether co-CEO structures are 

beneficial to firms, leaving much room for further investigation. Therefore, 

the findings presented in this dissertation could be the starting point for an 

array of further research.  

While the first study compared the determinants to when firms may 

use co-CEO structures in comparison to single CEO structures, it may be 

more meaningful to investigate this contrast in terms of succession 

processes. This is because many of the conditions used to describe the 

motivations for the usage of co-CEO structures can be attributed to when 

the firm undergoes a transition (Arena et al., 2011; Gibeau et al., 2017; 

O'Toole et al., 2002). Therefore, investigating succession events could 

ascribe clearer reasons or events towards the circumstances under which co-

CEO structures are implemented.  

In addition to this, although previous research on succession 

focused heavily on the insider and outsider construct, different 

measurements have been used to determine whether an executive was 
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classified as an insider or outsider leading to mixed empirical results 

(Kesner & Sebora, 1994). As the family business context holds more 

successor choices and contingencies, a further classification of the insider 

construct could also be investigated and provide explanations for the 

implementation of different leadership structures. For instance, scholars 

have investigated how the different birth orders of family executives could 

lead to different conditions under which the succession of the firm is carried 

out or the impact these events have on firm performance (Bloom & Van 

Reenen, 2007; Calabrò, Minichilli, Amore, & Brogi, 2018). Consequently, 

although this study found that family CEOs were more likely to be placed 

into co-CEO structures in comparison to professional CEOs, it could be 

interesting to distinguish further the differences that are inherent within the 

types of family CEOs. Differences in the form of birth order (Alcorn, 1982), 

generations (Chung & Luo, 2008), and educational background could lead 

to contingencies on when and why family CEOs are placed into co-CEO 

structures. These outcomes could then affect whether these structures lead to 

better firm outcomes.  

Developing on this point, although the second study investigated 

the characteristics of the co-CEO structures through the proportion of family 

CEOs and diversity in university background, a more detailed investigation 

of these compositions could also be carried out by distinguishing between 

the different types of family CEOs, and any relationships that reside within 
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the co-CEO structures. These differences could further impact 

organizational outcomes as it could have an impact on the group dynamics 

that exist among the co-CEOs. For instance, previous research has found 

that having more generations present in a family business could lead to 

more cohesive strategies (Zahra, Neubaum, & Larrañeta, 2007).     

 Lastly, although there have been a few studies investigating certain 

consequences of co-CEO structures, only a handful of them examine 

variables that are not firm performance (Arena et al., 2011; Choi, Hyeon, 

Jung, & Lee, 2018; Cirillo et al., 2015; Hasija et al., 2017). Therefore, 

various organizational outcomes that can be affected by this leadership 

structure remain unexplored. The second study in this dissertation aimed to 

investigate which effect regarding co-CEO leadership structures would be 

stronger; it investigated whether the structures led to the advantages brought 

on by added resources such as human capital, or the disadvantages brought 

on by complicated group dynamics through the conflict that could occur.  

While this study used internationalization strategies in the form of foreign 

direct investments as a dependent variable, future studies could expand upon 

this to further investigate how the dynamics and characteristics of co-CEOs 

could lead to other differences. This could range from the initiation and 

completion of FDIs, in addition to their successes and failures.      

Corporate governance and leaders of family business groups   

The two empirical studies in this dissertation focused on the 
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differences of single CEO and co-CEO leadership structures in family 

business groups. As research on the leaders of business groups is not as 

extensive as other topics (Üsdiken, 2010), a more comprehensive 

exploration on the leaders and how they are structurally positioned within 

the firms and groups could provide interesting avenues for future research. 

For instance, in a current working project, ―Is Blood Thicker than Water? 

Sibling Rivalry and Strategic Change in Family Business Groups” (Ko & 

Park, 2017), my coauthor and I investigate how family CEOs and 

professional CEOs in business group affiliates behave in different manners 

due to the personal relationships they hold with each other and their 

differing points of reference. Therefore, although previous research 

emphasized the cooperative forms of behavior between affiliates (Chang & 

Hong, 2000; Granovetter, 1994), this working project investigated how 

personal relationships between the leaders could instead lead to competitive 

behavior between the affiliates. In a similar regard, an investigation into the 

composition and characteristics of the co-CEO structures based on the 

different types of family relationships or characteristics of managers could 

be helpful in further examining the conditions under which these structures 

could either be advantageous or detrimental to firm performance and 

decision-making processes.  

Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate other governance 

mechanisms such as the monitoring by board of directors (Daily et al., 2003; 
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Hermalin & Weisbach, 1998), or the presence of a separate chairman (Gove 

& Junkunc, 2013), and its effect on the implementation of single CEO and 

co-CEO leadership structures. This is because different governance 

mechanisms could make conditions whereby different forms of leadership 

are more efficient. Therefore, business groups could find specific conditions 

whereby they could enjoy the benefits of having multiple CEOs in addition 

to situations when single CEO structures are more efficient.         

Internationalization of family firms 

Previous research investigating family firms and their underlying 

motivations in regards to internationalization strategies have found that 

these organizations prefer to avoid risky activity and preserve family control 

(De Massis et al., 2018; Fernández & Nieto, 2005; Kellermanns & Hoy, 

2016). However, although previous research has investigated how family 

managers are influenced by these unique motivations, less attention has 

been given towards how the positioning of these leaders could lead to 

further differences. For instance, this study found that co-CEO structures 

exhibited lower levels of internationalization. However, the detailed 

investigation into the composition of co-CEO structures through the 

proportion of family CEOs led to the discovery that higher proportions led 

to higher levels of internationalization. Further research investigating the 

positioning of family managers in certain leadership structures, and how this 

affects internationalization could be an interesting topic to examine.  
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In addition to this, study 2 focused on examining the heterogeneity 

of affiliates in family business groups by examining different leadership 

positions. However, further segmentation among the family CEOs were not 

implemented. Therefore, comparing the internationalization strategies for 

CEOs based on characteristics such as generation, birth order, education 

background, international experience, etc. could also be an interesting 

avenue for research. For instance, a recent investigation on the birth orders 

of CEOs has found that laterborn CEOs are more prone to take strategic 

risks (Campbell et al., 2018). This concept could be applied to and 

investigated to see how the internationalization strategies of firstborn CEOs 

and laterborn CEOs differed.  

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, this dissertation aimed to conduct a much more 

detailed investigation into the determinants and consequences of single CEO 

and co-CEO structures in family business groups. The two studies presented 

in the dissertation led to some interesting findings and offered several 

important contributions to the fields of strategic management and 

international business. By investigating this plural form of leadership, this 

dissertation was able to uncover how these different leadership structures 

were caused by certain conditions and lead to contrasting organizational 

outcomes. To be more specific, I investigated the conditions which led 
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family firms to use co-CEO structures. Family CEOs were more likely to be 

placed into co-CEO structures, and older firms were more likely to use co-

CEO structures. However, these two effects were weakened by the levels of 

family ownership. Furthermore, I investigated the difference in levels of 

internationalization between firms with single CEO structures and firms 

with co-CEO structures. I discovered co-CEO structures led to lower levels 

of internationalization and in my subsample analysis I also found that a 

higher proportion of family CEOs and diversity level in universities 

attended by the CEOs led to higher levels of internationalization. 

Although the concept of co-CEO leadership structures is not new 

(Vieito, 2015), empirical investigation of this leadership structure has been 

limited (Denis et al., 2012; Gibeau et al., 2017; Krause et al., 2015). 

Therefore, while the research stream investigating corporate governance and 

upper echelons has led to a plethora of novel theories and empirical studies, 

the majority of these findings have been carried out under the strong 

assumption that these firms were headed by one leader (Finkelstein et al., 

2009). As a result, numerous research topics in regards to co-CEO structures 

remain unexplored, and there is still much to be examined. While this 

dissertation has found empirical support for when co-CEO structures are 

used and how these structures lead to differing organizational behavior in 

comparison to single CEO structures, I believe there is still much that 

remains left to be examined and uncovered.    
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국문초록 

 

가족경영 기업집단의 단독대표 와  

공동대표 구조의 대한 연구  

 

고석진 

서울대학교 대학원 

경영학과 경영학 전공 

 

이 논문은 기업들이 두 명 이상의 대표를 선임하는 공동대표 (co-

CEO) 현상을 중심으로 한국 기업 집단에 대한 실증연구를 

수행하였다. 먼저, 논문의 첫 번째 소주제 연구에서는 기업의 구조적 

특성을 바탕으로, 공동대표 구조의 도입을 결정짓는 요소들을 

살펴보았다 (제 2장). 특히, 가족 경영자가 있는 기업이 전문 

경영자를 고용한 기업에 비해 공동대표 구조를 채택할 확률이 높은 

것을 확인하였다. 나아가, 기업이 진화해 감에 따라 공동대표 구조를 

채택하는 경향이 있음을 확인하였다. 이어서 두 번째 소주제 

연구에서는 경영자 구조의 선택이 (단독경영자와 공동경영자) 
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기업의 행동적 결과 (behavioral outcome) 에 미치는 영향을 

검토하였다 (제 3장). 특히, 공동대표 구조를 채택한 기업이 단독 

대표 구조를 채택한 기업에 비해 국제화를 하는 경향이 적음을 

확인하였다. 또한, 공동대표 구조를 채택한 기업 내에서도, 공동 

대표의 구성과 대표의 성향이 국제화 전략에 영향을 미침을 

확인하였다. 위와 같이 이 논문은 (1) 리더십 구조의 선택에 영향을 

미치는 요소 및 (2) 리더십 구조의 차이가 기업의 행위에 미치는 

영향에 대해 살펴보고 있다. 나아가, 리더의 특성 뿐만 아니라, 

리더십의 구조 및 구성이 기업의 행위에 미치는 영향을 살펴봄으로서 

리더십 연구에 기여를 하고 있다. 마지막으로 기업간 상이한 국제화 

전략을 설명하는 변수로 리더십 구조를 제시함으로서 국제 경영 

연구에도 기여를 하고 있다. 

주여어: 공동대표, 가족경영자, 전략적 리더십, 기업지배구조, 

기업집단, 국제화  

학번: 2014-31419 
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